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ABSTRACT

Foundry sajid reclamation is undertaken in the Gas-Contact

Process (GCP). This process is a concurrent downward gas-solid flow.

An original aspect of this process is the continuous feed of used

sand to the core of a stabilized natural gas flame produced by a

counter-rotatlon burner, where It undergoes a high temperature

incineration; the resin coating the sand particle Is

eliminated. The burner is fitted to the top of the vertical

cylindrical furnace where the falling used sand is Incinerated by

a concurrent flow of hot gas. Several conclusive experiments have

shown not only the good performance for foundry sand reclamation but

also the poleu'ity for various applications in divided solid thermal

treatment.

The study examines the characteristics of the gas and the

particle motions, and the heat and mass transfer mechsmisms in the

GCP. The resin combustion mechanism is also studied In detail. Based

on this study, an optimum model of the GCP for the treatment of the

used sand is proposed. This model can predict very satisfactorily

temperature profiles of both phases In the process, and gives the

trend of resin conversion, especially the exit characteristics of

the treated sand. For design purposes, this model can be used to

specify the furnace size and the operating conditions of the unit



It is found that In the GCP unit:

- the solid flow is plug-flow,

- the hot gas flow Is well-stlrred in the burner and the entrance

region of the furnace (overall length equal to 5 burner

diameters), then is plug-flow In the rest of the burner,

- the heat transfer is by forced convection and radiation,

- the Incineration process follows a two-step mechanisms:

volatilization of part of the resin at a temperature equal to

180°C, combustion of the volat lies in the gas phase, combustion

of the remaining char In the solid phase at the surface of the

particle. This mechanism Is heat transfer limited (volatlllza-

tion), volatile diffusion limited (volatile combustion), oxygen

diffusion limited (char combustion). Combustion kinetic rates are

considered infinite



SOMMAIRE

L'object If de cette 6tude conslste en la mod61isatlon des

m6canismes de transfert d'6nergie et de mati6re impllqu6s dans

ime unit6 gaz-contact utllis6e pour la r6g6n6ratlon de sables de

fonderie. A cet effet, une unit6 pilote, de puissance nominale

6gale & 58 kW, a 6t6 utllis6e. La mod61isation porte sur:

- 1'identification des caract6ristlques de l'6coulement des gaz

chauds et des partlcules sol ides, du transfert d'6nergle et de

mati6re alnsi que celles du processus d'incineration de la r6sine;

- la comparaison des r6sultats exp6rimentaux avec ceux pr6dits

avec les modules propos6s;

- 1'identification des llmltes de fonctionnement du proc6d6 gaz-

contact dans Ie cas de la r6g6n6ratlon des sables de fonderle.

Le proc6d6 gaz-contact repose sur l'6coulement descendant

6. co-courant d'une suspension gaz-solide. L'aspect original de ce

proc6d6 consiste en 1'alimentation continue et directe du

produit finement dlvis6 au seln de la flamme Issue de la

combustion du gaz naturel. Ces prodults sont introduits

coaxialement dans un brQleur & contre-rotatlon utillsant 1'air

comprlm6 comme combiirant. Dans ce brQleur, de section clrculaire,

1'air n6cessalre & la combustion du gaz naturel, ce dernier
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amvajit de fa<;on radiale, est Introduit par deux series d'orifices

tajigentlels: eec! provoque & l'int6rieur de la chambre de

combustion une double rotation de 1'air, dans deux sens opposes.

Cette double rotation a pour effet de stabiliser la flamme sans

avoir & utlllser de syst6me m6canique. Ce br&leur est dispose sur

un four, od se poursuit Ie traitement thermlque du sol ide, en acier

inoxydable, de diam6tre lnt6rieur 6gal & 0. 2m et de hauteur 6gale &

2m. Les parols internes du four sent garnles d'une couche de

r6fractalre (ciment alumineux ) de 80 mm d'6paisseur.

La mod611sation de l'a6rodynamlque de l'6coulement gaz-

sol ide repose sur 1'analogic avec Ie transport pneumatlque

descendant de prodults pulv6rulents. La representation th6orique

de I'a^rodynajnique de l'6coulement est r6gle par deux hypotheses

fondeiment al es:

- l'6coulement du m61ange gaz-solide est 6tabll aussi bien dajis Ie

brflleur que dans Ie four;

- la suspension gaz-solide est consid6r6e dilute (concentration en

solide « 1% ), i. e. la vltesse de glissement entre les deux phases

s'identlfle & la vitesse termlnale de chute libre des particules

sol ides.

La description des m6canismes d'6change d'6nergie et de masse

est bas6e sur la division du proc6d6 gaz-contact en deux zones:



VIII

Zone I: Ie brdleur et l'entr6e du four sont asslmil6s & un r6acteur

continu parfaltement aglt6.

Zone II: la part ie restante du four est consld6r6e analogue & un

r6actei. lr en 6coulement piston.

Deux modules ont 6t6 proposes pour caractferlser la zone I:

- les phases gazeuse et sol ide sont parfaitement aglt6es;

- la phase gazeuse est parfaltement aglt6e alors que la phase sol ide

est en 6coulement piston.

Quant 6. 1'analyse du processus d'incineration de la r6slne

enrobant Ie sable, deux resistances au transfert de masse et

d'6nergie ont 6t6 consid6r6es:

- diffusion des produits volatlls vers la phase gazeuse;

- diffusion de l'oxyg6ne vers la surface du grain de sable.

La quantit6 de prodults volatlls et Ie coefficient stoechiom6trique

relatif & l'oxyg6ne ont 6t6 consid6r6s comme des param6tres

d'ajustement des modules propos6s

L'6tude param6trlque syst6matique du comportement d'une

unit6 gaz-contact montre que:

les profiIs de temperature des phases gazeuse et sol ide sont

affect6s par Ie d6blt d'all mentation en sol ide. Ie taux d'aeration

et la puissance au brflleur;

-Ie degr6 d'avancement de I*lncin6ratlon de la r6sine depend
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princlpalement du taux d'aeration au brdleur, autrement dit de la

concentration d'oxyg6ne qui diffuse vers la surface du grain de

sable.

Par allleurs, la comparaison des r6sultats th6onques avec

les mesures exp6rlmentales montre que 1'approche th6orique propos6e

permet de pr6dire de fa<;on ralsonnable les 6cheinges d'6nergle et de

mati6re impllqu6s dans Ie proc6d6 gaz-contact. De cette comparalson,

il ressort que la phase gazeuse est peu'fal tement agit6e dajis la

zone I alors qu'el Ie devient en 6coulement piston dans la zone II.

En revanche, la phase sol ide est en 6coulement piston aussi blen

dans la zone I que II. En outre. Ie processus d'incineration est

llmit6 par la diffusion des prodults volatlls vers la phase gazeuse

et ce pour des temperatures inf6neures ou 6gales & 180~C. An del&

de cette temp6ratiire. Ie processus est contr616 par la diffusion

d'oxyg6ne vers la surface du grain de sable. Lorsque Ie di£Lm6tre des

partlcules est 6gal & celul du grain de sable propre, 1'elimination

de la r6sine est termln6e.

Enfin, les consequences essentlelles de notre recherche

sont:

- d'un point de vue Industrlel, la possibility de pr6dire la

longueur du four n6cessalre & la r6g6n6ratlon des sables de

fonder ie;



- d'un point de vue fondamental, 1'approche th6orlque propos6e

apporte une mellleure comprehension du m6canisme d Incineration de

la r6sine enrobajit les sables de fonderle.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1. 1 CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION

As a result of tighter environmental restrictions and

escalating treinsportatlon and dumping fees, most Industries aj-e

concerned with the treatment of solid wastes and sludges. Waste

treatment, for the purpose of reusing it or destroying It, can

be imdertaken by many available techniques. Among them,

incineration is a major solution for the disposal of many

industrial solid wastes and sludges. This method has been used

since the eeirly 1900s, it shows several potential advantages

over other processes:

meiximum volume reduction;

detoxification;

- energy recovery.

As heat is released during the process, it can be used for

various heat transfer applications and the noncombustlble

residue caji be recyled or used for different purposes.

If the heating value of the solid wastes aiid sludges is

low or the required incineration temperature is high, hot air or



burners are needed. Fluidized bed, rotating kilns, moving beds,

cyclone-cascades and raining particle heat exchaiigers are eunong

the incineration systems based on heat transfer from high

temperature fumes or gas to solids by direct contact. The

selection of one of these systems is usually based on several

parameters and criteria such as operating conditions (gas and

solid flowrates), low pressure drop, high thermal efficiency,

stability and flexibility of operation, easy Integration in the

overall industrial unit and low Investment and operating costs

[Benali, 1989].

Recently, Gaz de France [Gaurler, 1987] has proposed a new

system, called the Gas-Contact Process (GCP), which Is a novel

heat treatment technique for divided solid wastes or sludges. An

original aspect of this process is the continuous injection of

the solid wastes or sludges directly Into the core of the flame

of a counter-rotation natural gas burner where they undergo a

high temperature incineration, thus benefiting from the "gas-

contact" action. The burner is fitted at the top of a vertical

cylindrical furnace where Incineration of the falling particles

is completed concurrently with the hot gas. A schematic of a

typical Gas-Contact unit Is shown in Figure (1-1).

The "counter-rotation" burner was developed by Gaz de
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France (Figure (1-2)). It has a combustion chamber with fluid

injection ports as follows:

one row of radial gas ports;

two rows of tangential air ports. The rotational directions

imparted by these two rows are opposite. They create a high

degree of turbulence, favoring quick air and gas mixing.

This configuration results in Intense combustion and a

short stable flame while maintaining the burner's centerline

free from mechanical parts.

The overall dimensions of this burner ceui be determined

by meeins of graphs depending on the desired output Power may

vary between 20 and 11000 kW for air and gas supply pressures

less than or equal to 2 kPa. The aeration rate may vary between

1. 05 (30% excess air) and 15 (1400% excess air).

For its applications in the CCP, the rear of the burner

features an axial port and is fitted with a device for ejecting

the product to be processed (Figure (1-2)). The product is thus

injected in the flame where it is caught in the turbulence

created by the counter rotation effect. Therefore, each grain of

the product is subjected to an intense heat treuisfer, known as
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the Gas-Contact action.

The burner must be mounted in a furnace in order to reach

the minimum product treatment time. Various types of furnaces

have been studied by Gaz de France to be used selectively. For

waste treatment applications, two types of furnaces have been

used:

a horizontal or inclined unit used for Incineration

applications. A cyclone may be added at the chajnber end to

recover unburned matter or ashes;

aji upright unit, followed by a decelerating chamber and a

dust-removing cyclone in the case where waste may be

reused. The recovered portion of the product Is collected

at the bottom of the decelerating chamber (Figure (1-1)).

An evaluation of the Gas-Contact action has been carried

out during prototype tests by Gaz de France [1986]. As an example,

a method of eliminating impurities under the action of heat was

studied. The comparative results obtained under the sajne

conditions are given In Figure (1-3). For the same operation

temperature, GCP reduces the impurity content by approximately

40%. With an equal residual content, the Gas-Contact action

could mean a decrease in the required temperature, resulting In

energy saving.
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In the last two years, The Gas-Contact Process has

attracted considerable attention because of its compactness, its

good thermal efficiency and Its ability to operate at high

temperatures (600 C-1200 C). Several conclusive experiments have

been carried out by Gaz de France on a pilot scale unit [Gaurier,

1987] for various applications, such as:

regeneration of foundry sand;

gypsum dehydration;

dust decyanidatlon in manganese production;

Incineration of electrical insulation waste products;

incineration of paint and cataphoresis sludges;

cleansing of metal shavings (de-oiling).

These tests show that GCP presents many advantages for the

treatment of solid wastes or sludges:

the versatility of counter-rotation burners enables to do

the design of units adapted to each problem confronted;

the Gas-Contact Process favors size reduction of the

wastes by burning or eliminating part of them;

the continuous passage of the product to be treated avoid

equipment clogging during shutdowns, facilitates

maintenance and reduces restart time;

the short product residence time in the equipment during

the process means high output;

the absence of moving peu-ts reduces malnteneuice.



The economic aspect cein be exajnined from the application

of foundry sand reclamation [Gaurier, 1987]. The upright type

unit with an expansion chamber was equipped with a cooling stage

based upon the "Air-contact" principle. For an annual treatment

of 1500 ton/year, the savings would equal the cost of the

investment In 1. 2 years at constant monetary values.

So GCP offers a simple, easy-to-use, flexible and low

cost method of treating solid wastes or sludges.

While the Gas-Contact Process holds great promises for

the treatment of divided solid wastes and sludges, it is still

in the prototype stage. Design criteria are not yet available.

Research work should intend to exeimlne the mechanism of energy

exchange, mass exchange Involved in the direct contact of solid

particles with the hot gas, and propose appropriate models based

on transfer equations as well as phase change and Incineration

kinetics to predict the temperature profiles of both the hot gas

and the solid, as well as the particle composition and size,

through the burner and the furnace. Recently, some essential

models of Incineration of foundry sand have been proposed

[Benall et al. (a), 1991]. We will complete and develop these

models and assess their validity through appropriate experiments.
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1. 2 OBJECTIVES

The objective of this project is the modeling of the

behaviour and the performance of a gas-contact unit used for

foundry sand recleumation. It is part of a longer term study

which aim Is the development of design criteria of gas-contact

units for different applications. A 58kW unit with a vertical

cylindrical furnace is investigated In this study. The modeling

requires:

Identification of the characteristics of the gas and the

particles motions, the heat and mass transfers, the

incineration kinetics and development of appropriate models;

comparison of the experimental data with the predicted

values of the temperature profiles of both combustion gas

and the pEirticle, and of the resin content of the particles.

identification of the range of operating parameters leading

to good thermal treatment conditions and short residence

time of the particles In the process for different particle

characteristics.

The originality of this study Is threefold:

accurate experimental data on the axial temperature profiles

of both gas and solid and on the solid composition profiles

are collected for the first time. A specific experimental
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method for the measurement of solid temperature is especially

designed and used.

it is the first conclusive attempt at modeling the mass eind

energy exchange in a GCP. The proposed model that will be

presented in the following chapters provides more detailed

imderstanding on the functioning and on the performance of

the GCP.

the model can be used for design purposes and to determine

the optimum operating conditions of GCP installations.

1. 3. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS

The successive chapters of this thesis are:

review of the incineration methods applied to foundry sand

reclamation;

review of related literature of two phases flow, heat and

mass transfer, droplet eind particle combustion processes;

process modeling;

description of the experimental set up and methodology;

experimental results and discussions;

conclusions.



CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF THE THERMAL METHODS

OF FOUNDRY SAND RECLAMATION

2. 1 INTRODUCTION

The reclamation of used sand in the foundry industry

Is a matter concerning not only the environment but also the

economic performance of the industry. Modern, advanced foundry

management is well aware of today's environmental requirements

and subsequent laws and regulations enforced in connection

with effective sand reclamation for used foundry sand. In

addition it is no longer justifiable to throw away the

still useable raw material sand, considering the cost of new

sand and subsequent disposal. Many technologies for foundry

sand reclamation have been developed. They ceui be classified

into two categories: mechanical and thermal recovery

methods. The mechanical recovery methods are based on the

attrition of the binder from the sand. It is effective for

clayey sand and mineral binder. And the thermal recovery methods

are more effective in eliminating organic resins, in which all

the residual resins are burnt away. Because of this advantage,

although the costs are more expensive than mechanical methods,

the thermal recovery methods have many competitive and

developmental opportunities. Furthermore, the use of natural
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gas as fuel for new-type units recently affords additional

economy and efficiency. In thermal recovery methods, the direct

contact between the hot combustion gas and the used sands is

usually selected.

This chapter Is confined to a review of popular types

of thermal reclamation units in recent years. After

describing the principle of each type imit, their main features

are compared. However, in practice, there are also other

important factors which have to be taken Into account, such as

the stability of the process, the flexibility of operation, the

size of unit and the ease of integration of the iinlt In the

existing process. The discussion in this chapter will concern

some of these factors.

2. 2 THERMAL RECLAMATION OF FOUNDRY SAND

The more popular types of thermal reclamation units

of foundry sand can be classified as fluldized beds, rotary

kilns and combustion chamber. The GCP is a new process for

foundry sand reclamation, no Installation has been operated In

the Industry till now.
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Fluidized beds

Fluidlzed beds are the most popular units. Under usual

operating conditions, a fluidized bed ( Figure (2-1)A )

consists of a gas-solid emulsion with the presence of bubbles.

The typical operating superficial gas velocities vary,

depending on solid particles, between 0. 1 and 5 m/s [Meunier

and Large, 1981]. In order to obtain a counter-current effect

and to Improve the efficiency, multlcell or multistage

configurations could be used ( Figure (2-DB and C ). Their

adveintages are a uniform temperatiire and a high heat transfer

rate between gases and particles. The high flowrate

of hot air necessary for sand fluldization ask for a

high capacity costly air compressor. Moreover, thermal losses

due to the outlet of the hot gases are importeuit. However,

the high pressure drop of the gas phase emd the high gas

flowrate increase the operating cost. Moreover multl-type

configuration of fluidized beds makes the design and the

maintenance work more difficult, especially for high temperature

conditions.

Figure (2-2) shows one kind of fluidized bed unit used

for foundry sand reclamation, made by Gudgeon Brothers limited

(Canada). The feature of this unit is a two stage fluidized bed.

The other special type is shown In Figure (2-3). It
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Is designed by KGT company (Germany). The principle is

mechanical precleaning, fluldized bed and mechanical

aftercleaning. It is three stage treatment.

Rotary kiln

It is made of a long Inclined rotating cylindrical

shell ( Figure (2-4) ), In which gases and solid flow co- or

counter-currently. The solid moves along 'the unit due to gravity

and rotation effects. Usually, longitudinal or splral-shape

flights are welded to the internal wall of the kiln to help

distribute the solids. The design of such a kiln is

sophisticated because of the complex nature of heat transfer

mechanisms involved ( conduction, convection and radiation ).

The thermal efficiency of a rotary kiln Increases with its

length, and hence often leads to very large equipment.

Figure (2-5) shows a rotary kiln used for foundry

sand reclamation.

Combustion chamber

The principle of the combustion chamber Is similar to the

incinerator. The F. A. T. company (Germany) shows one kind of

combustion chamber unit for foundry sand reclamation ( see

Figure (2-6) ).
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The combustion chamber is called "vibro-fluid-fire box".

The LOREK company (SWITZERLAND) show a multistage configuration

unit. In Figure (2-7), every stage can be considered a

combustion chamber.

Gas-contact process

As Introduced in Chapter 1, the "counter-rotation" burner

shows a high heat transfer rate between the two phases. It Is

operated at a lower solid density. The pressure drop of the gas

is much lower than in a fluidized bed, and it caji operate under

a high temperature (800 C-1400 C). Much less air is used than in

a fluldlzed bed which reduces heat losses. However, the GCP does

not allow for long solid residence time.

2. 3 COMPARISON OF THERMAL METHODS OF FOUNDRY SAND RECLAMATION

Table (2-1) summarizes the main factors of the different

types of thermal methods of foundry sand recleimation.

Table (2-1) shows that the GCP system has lower cost

than others, and that the consumption of gas is also lower
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW

3. 1 INTRODUCTION

The principle of the GCP has been presented In the first

chapter. The treatment of foundry sand by the GCP is a thermal

process, which concerns the heat transfer rate between the gas

and particles, residence time of both phe^es in the unit, and

incineration of the resin that Is coating the sand. The heat

transfer rate depends not only on the particle size and solid

loading but also on the gas temperature and local velocities.

Therefore, this chapter presents a literature review on the

regimes of gas-solid flow and some relevent results on the gas

and particle velocity distribution first. Then, the heat

transfer between the gas and the particles ( including

convection and radiation ) is reviewed. Some studies on fuel

droplet combustion and solid fuel particle combustion which are

relevant to the incineration of resin coated sand are also

discussed. The aim of this chapter Is to summarize published

materials on the subject in a manner useful to the modeling of

the GCP.
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3. 2 GAS-SOLID VERTICAL FLOW REGIMES

Partlculate solids can be transported up or down a

vertical pipe. Such a pipe, with solids traveling downwards

cocurrently or countercurrently to a fluid, is referred to as a

standpipe. A pipe In which solids are lifted upwards by a fluid

is known as a riser. Standpipe ajid riser together form whole

types of gas-solids vertical flow. The GCP is concerned with the

flow of particles down a standplpe. Therefore, the downflow

regimes are paid special attention in this review section.

When the flow of a fluid upwards through a packed bed of

granular solids is gradually increased, the solids remain

stationary, as a packed bed Initially, until the minimum

fluidizatlon velocity (U , ) is reached. And the voldage at this

condition Is defined as 6_^. The average slip velocity (U. ),

defined as the average fluid velocity minus the average solid

velocity, is given by U ye . at minimum fluidization since

the average solid velocity in this case Is zero. At

U_, < (U_ye_^), the bed of particles is in the packed state.
sl mf mf

While at U_, a (U_/  J, the particles are fluidlzed
sl mf mf

[Cheremisinoff, 1984]
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Many publications have shown that at a given slip

velocity, the behavior of a fluidized bed Is similar to that of

a vertical flow of the same fluid-particle system. Thus, in a

standpipe or a riser, when U , a ( U "/  ^ ), the particles

in the standpipe/riser will be fluidized. Similarly, the voidage

in the vertical flowing system will be the sajne as that in the

stationeiry fluidized bed at the same slip velocity. This analogy

forms the backbone of the einalysis of solids flow in vertical

standpipes and risers [Cheremisinoff, 1984]

Taking all velocities as positive in the upwards

direction, the average slip velocity in the standpipe (or riser)

is given by:

U_, = V, - V_
sl f p

= U./  - U /(1-e)
f p

(3-la)

(3-lb)

For downflow of solids in a standpipe, U . can be positive or

negative. In a riser, U , is generally positive. From the

analogy between a fluldlzed bed and a flowing system, the two

general flow regimes are given by Leung ajid Jones [1984]:

1. Fluidized solid flow, in which particles are in suspension:

and   a 6U-, a: (U-./S-.)
sl mf mf 'Dlf
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2. Nonfluidized solid flow, in which peirticles move en bloc with

little relative motion:

and e < eU_. < (U_. /e_J
sl mf mf 'mf

Nonfluldized flow has been referred to as moving-bed flow,

packed-bed flow aind slip-stick flow. There Eire further

subdivisions within the nonfluidized regime. But in this thesis,

the interest is further subdivisions within the fluidized

regime.

Within the fluidized mode in standpipe, Leung and Jones

[1980] suggested the following criterion for demarcation:

1. Type I fluidized solid flow defined by:

and( au /as ) < o
p

2. Type II fluidized solid flow defined by:

U-, a: (U_. /e_J
sl mf mf

and "-, a (u-./e_,)
sl nf mf( au /ae )y > o

p

Staub [1980] proposed the terms " dilute " and " dense " to

describe systems in which OUySe),, is less than or greater
p

than zero. It means the "Type I" can be said "dilute fluidlzed

solid flow", and the "Type II" can be said "dense fluidized

solid flow".

Typical pressure profiles for different flow patterns in

standpipe flow are given in Figure (3-1). FigureO-la) shows the
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unique pressure profile for nonfluldized flow with a negative

slip velocity. The pressure profile depicted in Figure (3-lb)

can refer to dense fluidized solid flow with a positive pressure

gradient. The pressure profile in Figure (3-lc) may represent

dilute fluldized solid flow with little change in pressure along

the tube [Leung and Jones, 1980]. In some published materials,

the dilute fluidized solid downflow in standpipe are considered

as a part of pneumatic transport

Quantitative demarcation between "dilute" and "dense"

fluidized flow is possible. Because for a given fluid-solid

system, there is a unique relationship between slip velocity ajid

voidage. This relationship can be obtained experimentally by

measuring the fluidization characteristics of the system. If the

published correlations are not available, roughly, the critical

factor for determining the "dilute" and "dense" fluldlzed solid

flow is the mass ratio of solid to gas. For dense fluldized

flow, the mass ratio is in the hundreds. Dilute fluldlzed flow

have a mass ratio in the tens or less. The dividing line if

often taken at eighty. In alternate lemguage, the dividing Is at

a voidage of about 0. 1 [Kiinii and Levenspeil, 1969; Geldart and

Rhodes, 1986]
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For the reclamation of foundry sands in GCP unit ( for

example: 58kW burner, lOOkg/h used-sand feeding), the mass ratio

of particles to gas Is about 1-2% ( solid hold-up 10" - 10" in

in volume ), so this system closely relates to the dilute

fluidized solid flow.

3. 3 PARTICLE DYNAMICS AND DILUTE FLUIDIZED SOLID FLOW

In the previous section, the slip velocity was used to

describe the analogy between fluidized solid flow regime and

nonfluidlzed solid flow regime. From the definition of slip

velocity ( equation (3-1) ), it relates to the gas and the solid

velocities. As the motion of solids in flowing fluid streams

is a complex hydrodynamic phenomenon, the review of particle

dynamics needs to be presented. Furthermore, for considering

dilute fluidized solid flow regime in GCP, we also need to refer

to the published work concerning this field.

The general equation of motion Is based on treatments of

particle dynamics by Bassel, Bousslnesq, and Ossen and it is

essentially an application of Newton's second law [Soo, 1967]:
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A

TC d3 p
p ' p

dV

dt
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6 | 'f dt

3 d'
,t (dV./dt')-(dV_/dt')

t<-Iwl /zj:. "f-\';7""dt'
rF i

+ Fe

(3-2)

The lettered terms can be given a physical interpretation:

-A = mass*acceleration of the particle, which is present only In

unsteady flow situations representing the force necessary to

accelerate the particle.

-B = drag force containing a drag coefficient that is a function

of Reynolds number.

-C = the force from the pressure gradient in the fluid

siirrounding the particle.

-ID = the force due to the acceleration of the apparent mass of

the particle relative to the fluid.

-E = Basset force, which is the force due to the deviation of

the flow pattern around the . pEirticle from steady-state
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conditions; this depends on the previous motion of the

particle and fluid.

-F = external force.

Various investigators have solved Equation (3-2) assuming

different terms to be zero.

Boothroyd [1971] has made several observations on the

order of magnitude of certain terms in Eq. (3-2) for gas-solid

systems. For large values of p /?", which is common in gas-solld
p ' f

systems except possibly for very high pressure flow systems, the

term C, D, and E are small compared to A eind B. Of course, at

steady state, term A is zero, leaving only B and F of

importance. The drag coefficient (C^) is highly dependent on

the fluid regimes whether laminar or turbulent. For the

laminar regime (Rep<2), Stokes [1851] solved the fluid dynajnics

equations for flow past a sphere, determining the drag

coefficient by:

24 ^
CD=

(3-3)

Dp lvr-vpl Pr

Figure (3-2) shows the behavior of the drag coefficient as

a function of the Reynolds number for spherical particles. The
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Stockes ajid Newton ranges are designated [Bothroyd, 1971]:

18.5
C_ = _ _ if0. 4 < Re < 500
-D ^0. 6 -- - - --p

and

C_ = 0. 44
D

if 500 < Re < 200, 000
p

Clift and Gauvin [1970] have closely investigated the

motion of particles in turbulent gas flow. The turbulence

intensity of the gas stream may drastically affect the drag

coefficient of the particle. These investigators define a

critical Reynolds number Re as the point where the drag coeffi-

cient cuts the 0. 3 value (see Fig. (3-3)). Experimental value of

drag coefficients in this region show that it depends on the

turbulence intensity, as shown In Figure (3-3)

For dilute fluidized solid flow, when the particles flow

is fully developed, the particles approach a slip velocity which

is nearly equal to the terminal velocity of the particle, it

means A=0, and B=F [Matsumoto, 1984].

Tsujl et al. [1983] measured the air and solld-particle

velocities in aji upward vertical pipe by the use of a laser-

Doppler velocimeter (LDV). The range of particle diameter Is
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from 3mm to 200pm, and mass flow ratio is the same ( around

3. 0*10 kg/h ). The particle velocity reaches a constant value at

a section located at himdreds of "nun" from the beginning of flow.

Shigeru [1983], in a mathematical analysis of pneumatic

drying of grains, indicated that the solid accelerates In a

short distance, ajnd reaches aji almost constajit velocity at a low

mass flow rate. The distance is In the reuige of the millimetre

for the downward flow and diameter of the particles around

1-4 nun.

In the GCP, gas-solld flow is a dilute solid phase

mixture in a downward flow. The solid particles can be

considered as a well distributed dispersion and reaching a

constant velocity ( terminal velocity ) immediately [Benali et

al., 1991a].

3. 4 HEAT TRANSFER IN GAS-SOLID FLOW

The GCP is a process in which hot gas contacts directly

with the particles. Usually we consider this kind of heat

transfer has high efficiency. Grace [1986] proposed a

calculation of gas-partlcle heat transfer in aji upward pneumatic
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transport. Two representative sizes of particles were taken

(50fim and 500^im), the conditions of the calculation were: 8 m/s

superficial gas velocity, 1123K gas temperature, and atmospheric

pressiire. Terminal velocities and gas-particle heat transfer

coefficients had been estimated from the relationship of Clift

et al [1980] for widely separated spherical particles. The

minimum residence time was approximated by assuming a slip

velocity equal to the terminal settling velocity, ignoring

particle acceleration and clustering. The results show that:

with d =500 >im, about two seconds are required for the
p

temperature difference between the particles and the surrounding

gas to be reduced by 99%. For SOjim particles, the heat-up time

is much shorter. These conclusions are reached without

considering radiation and "turbulence" effects which would

further reduce the heat-up time.

The heat transfer mechanisms occurring in the GCP may be

described as follows:

- Gas-particle heat transfer;

- Particle-particle heat transfer;

- Particle-walls heat transfer;

- Gas-walls heat transfer.

Assuming that the solid phase Is sufficiently dilute, the heat

transfer between colliding particles and the heat treinsfer due
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to wall collision can be ignored [Benali et al., 1991b]. For the

heat transfer between the gas and the wall, Grace [1986] pointed

out that It may be estimated using correlations for gas

alone flowing through the column at the same superficial gas

velocity and with the same physical properties. Any errors

caused by this procedure will usually be small when the flow is

in the dilute solid phase. Furthermore, the heat trajisfer

forms are convection and radiation. It is reasonable to

divide the overall heat transfer coefficient into two parts

- convective and radiative coefficient.

3. 4. 1 HEAT TRANSFER TO THE PARTICLES BY CONVECTION

Knowledge of convection heat transfer coefficient of a

single spherical particles, moving in a fluid, is important for

the analysis of the GCP. Usually, this coefficient is calculated

from the well-known experimental correlation of Ranz and

Marshall [1952];

Nu = h D /A = 2. 0+(0. 5/0. 9 )Rel/2Prl/3 (3-4)

The correlation (3-4) results from experiments which were

carried out under steady-state conditions, I. e. when the surface

temperature of the particle, Tp, was maintained constant and the

temperature field around the particle was established. Therefore,
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the use of Equation (3-4) is equivalent to the assumption that

heat transfer to the particles is a quasi-steady-state process,

I. e. :

t « t (3-5)

where "t " is the relaxation time of the external temperature

field and "t " is the characteristic heating time of the

particles. The value of "t " Is a function of the Biot number of

the particle ( Bi=h D /A ). The value of "t " is a function
c p p r

of the gas Peclet number and the physical properties of the gas.

Grober [1961] gave "t " a classical solution for the

unsteady heat conduction In a sphere. In the limiting case of

thermal Biot number (hL//Y), one obtains:

(3-6)

while for Bi « 1:

t_ =2d /( 3 a Bl ) (3-7)
e p p

t = 0. 056 d" / a
e P P

Clift [1978] and Abramzon [1976] gave "t " a theoretical

solution. In the simple case of Pe=0 ( perfectly mixed ), we

obtain:

t = 100 d" / a.
r p f

at large Pec let number:

t = d2/ ( a. Pe2/3)
r p f

(3-8)

(3-9)

As it caji be seen from the expression given above for "t " and
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"t ", the condition (3-5) Is not satisfied if the gas Peclet

number are moderate (Pe < 10-100) and the physical properties of

the particles and gas are similar ( a^= a ; \^= A ).
f p ' f p

Abramson [1976] analyzed theoretically to explain this

phenomenon ( Pe < 10-100 ). Some experimental data on the direct

contact heat transfer from the particle moving freely In spray-

columns show anomalously low values of Nusselt number in

comparison with those predicted by Eq. (3-5). A "film model" had

been proposed, the asymptotical values of Nu ^ was given.

For the heat transfer to many particles by convection, EUI

exact analysis of this problem Is exceedingly difficult, If not

Impossible. That is because of the complex hydrodynajnics

involved. One way is the direct measurement of heat transfer

coefficients coupled with correlations on the basis of

dimension-less groups. Most of the theoretical analysis are

based on single particle Equation (3-4) In the flow system and

consider the effects between particles.

No published results for gas-particle direct contact heat

transfer have been found concerning a flow regime identical to

the GCP. Equation (3-4) appears to be the best correlation

for the estimation of the convection heat transfer coefficient
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3. 4. 2 HEAT TRANSFER TO CLOUDS OF PARTICLES BY RADIATION

According to many studies [Flamant and Meniganlt, 1988;

Vorteyer, 1978, 1979; Tien and Drolen, 1987; Reiss, 1988],

thermal radiation becomes an important mode of heat

transfer in fluidized beds at temperature above 750~C. Treatment

of solid wastes by the GCP operates at high temperature ( i. e.

more than 600*'C for reclamation of foundry sand ). In this case,

thermal radiation becomes significemt. The gas and particles

can absorb, emit Eind scatter radiation. In radiative heat

transfer calculations, the accuracy of the predictions depends

not only on the representation of the radiative transfer model,

but also on the radiative ajid thermophysical properties of the

medium used.

(a) Model for the radiation properties of gases:

The properties of gases can be obtained only through the

understajiding of the molecular structure of the gaseous species.

Because molecular emission and absorption take place in discrete

wavelengths, gas radiative properties are not continuous over

the wavelength spectrum but are concentrated in "lines"

[Viskanta, 1990] In modeling gas properties, these lines are

considered to make "narrow" or "wide" bands of spectrum.
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A detailed discussion of the narrow-band models to

predict radiation properties of gases was given by Ludwig et al.

[1973] and in review articles by Tien [1978] and Edwards [1976].

Narrow-band models generally require an extensive library of

input data, and the calculations cannot be performed with

reasonable computational effect. As long as the concentration

distributions of gaseous species ore not accurately known, the

high resolution and accuracy obtained for the spectral radiative

properties from this model are not warranted.

Since radiation emission/absorptlon by gases is not

continuous but is in spectral bands, experimental data for most

common gases of interest in combustion systems have been

correlated using wlde-bsaid models [Tien, 1978; Edwards, 1976],

the significance of these semi-emplrical methods Is that they

offer Improved accuracy, said they enable extrapolation of gas

emissivities to high temperature and pressure conditions that

are not favorable for accurate experimentation.

When the very accurate determination of the temperature

and heat flux distributions are not required or weirranted,

radiative heat transfer can be facilitated using total

emissivity /absorptivity mean-beam-length model [Hottel, 1967].

For example, mixtures of carbon dioxide and water vapor, the

predominant products of natural gas combustion, can be treated
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on the Hottel's charts [Siegel, 1985], i. e.,

e = f(T , P L , P /P). Scaling rules can be used in Edwards's
9 - g g m g

charts [1984] to extend the range of applicability of the

total emissivity and absorptivity of combustion gases. In

order to use the charts In computer models, curve-fitted

correlations are desirable. For example, for carbon

dioxide-water vapor mixtures, a simple correlation for the

gas emissivity Is given by [Taylor and Foster, 1974]:

-!:(b,., tb., iT,TJ [l-exp(-6 k , P _D]
g, i co2

(3-10)

1=1

where L is the equivalent length of radiation given by four

times the ratio of the volume of the furnace to Its peripheral

surface:

L = n D^/(2 L^. + IT D^. ) (3-11)
The values of the coefficients b. ., b^ . and k / are given

in Table (3-1):

Table (3-1) : Value of coefficients b^^ in Eq. (3-10)

'l.i

0. 364

0. 266

0. 252

0. 118

b2.i °3.i

-54. 73X10

7. 19X10"5

-7. 41X10"5

-4. 52X10-5

0. 69

7. <0

60.0

* Taylor and Foster [197<)
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(b) Radiation properties of particles:

Although particle radiation is continuous over the

wavelength spectrum, radiative properties of particles can be

determined if the shape, size, concentration ajid emissivity of

different kinds of particles in the medium are known.

When a beeun of radiation is incident upon a suspension of

particles, some of it is transmitted, some absorbed and some

scattered. Figure (3-4) illustrates what happens when radiation

Is incident upon a black particle suspended in a transmitting

medium. For the spherical particle, the low concentration of

suspension particles ( loading ratio < 1% ), the absorbing

cross-sectional area is given [Gray et al., 1976]:

A = n 7t d'/4
p p p

(m2/m3) (3-12)

where "n " is the number of particles per unit volume of gas,
p

ajid "d " is the average diauneter of the particle expressed in tim.
p

(c) Engineering model of radiative transfer:

The radiation properties depend on the position , local

temperature and composition. In order to solve the radiative

transfer problem, simplifying assumptions are to be

introduced. Since It Is not possible to develop a general

solution method for the radiative trajisfer equation,

different models have been developed over the years. For the
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GCP, according to the nature of the physical system

modeled, the radiation characteristics of the medium, the level

of detail and degree of accuracy required, and the availabity of

computer resources, the mean beajn length-emlsslvlty model can be

adopted for modeling radiative transfer. Since it is not the

object of this thesis to discuss all the models of radiative

transfer, the reader is refered to the recent reviews of Smoot

et al. [1985] and Viskanta [1987]

Consider the radiation exchange In a gray wall enclosure,

I. e., in furnace chamber, the radiation incident on a load

surface (particles) usually comes both directly and indirectly

from the gas and refractory walls, hence by refraction and / or

reradlatlon through the gas to the load at temperature T . If
p

the refractory surface is radiatively adiabatic (usually a good

approximation since the difference between convection from gas

to refractory and conduction outwards through the refractory

wall is smaller compared to irradiation on the refractory). It

is possible to show that the net radiant heat exchEinge between

the gas and the load by the combined mechanisms is given by

[Hottel, 1967]:

Q = (GP) o-( T4 -T4 )
g p g p

(3-13)
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where (GP), having the dimension of an area, is called the

total-exchange area for radiative heat transfer between gas and

load surface A , in the presence of refractory surface A . The
P r

value (GP)/(A +A ) is a dlmensionless quantity, which, from the
p r

definition of emissivity, can be identified as an average

emlsslvity evaluated at the same beam length, denoted by L .

Therefore, this approach is called the mean beam length

emissivity model [Viskanta, 1989]. Depending on how

sophisticated a model has been set up to describe the very

complex processes of radiative heat transfer, the expression

for (GP) takes one of the virial forms [Hottel, 1974]. For

example, for a mixture of a gray plus clear gas with a gray

load emissivity e , the total exchange area (GP) is given by
p

[Hottel, 1974]:

1 1
(GP) = A_ [- +

T (c e ) e
p gp gp

(l/y__) - 1
'gp ]-1 (3-14)

c e + (l-c)e
g r

where A_ (=A+A ) = total area of the load (A )
T p r p

and refractory (A ).

c (=A /A_) = cold fraction.
P T

e e and e = emissivity of the gas load aiid
g p r

refractory, respectively.

e and y = equivalent gray-gas emissivlty and
gp gp

gray gas absorptivity, respectively.
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The mean beam length-emissivity model is zero-order

approximation for radiative transfer; it is simple and allows

for the possibility of including detailed band information for

infrared radiating gas.

Solving the model of radiative transfer asks to determine

the gas and particle radiative properties for a given

temperature, pressure and concentration. Therefore, before

evaluating the properties of a given system, it is necessary to

determine the local temperature, pressure Eind concentration

distributions in the medium. Hence, the governing equations of

energy, combustion and radiative transfer, as well as model

equations for the radiative properties, need to be solved simul-

taneously.

3. 5 PARTICLES COMBUSTION

Treatment of divided solids or sludges by the GCP usually

involves a particle combustion process. For foundry ssind

reclamation, the coating resin is burned sequently during the

process. Then clean sand Is obtained. In this process, the

particle diameter will change and energy will be released.

Particles combustion can be classified Into liquid
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particles combustion (I. e. fuel droplets) and solid particles

combustion (i. e. coal). Generally droplet combustion process

is found to be physically controlled ( diffusion limitation ).

Solid particles combustion process is sometimes a physically

controlled process too, but chemical kinetics factors often

play an additional part. However, the aspect of the combustion

models of the two kinds of particle is very similar. Indeed, the

solid particle combustion can be regarded in some respects

as a special case of a burning droplet [Spalding, 1979].

So the droplet combustion model is considered as our

modeling fundament.

3. 5. 1 DROPLET COMBUSTION

The commonly considered case of droplet combustion in a

surrounding oxidizing atmosphere Is droplet heating, droplet

vaporization, and since oxidant and vapour are initially

separated, vapour and oxidajit burning In a diffusion flame

surrounding the droplet. Most of the published theoretical

studies on droplet combustion have taken the classical spherico-

symmetric diffusion controlled model [Spalding, 1979; Williams,

1983]. They are Illustrated in Figure (3-5). The droplets have

been considered spherlco-symmetric, quasi-steady,

single-component, surfactant-free. Isolated. However, this
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model is only applicable to diluted spray system [Williams,

1973].

Generally, research on droplet combustion has been

devoted to studies of the combustion of a stationary isolated

single droplet, because of the belief that It is fundamental to

the whole understanding of droplets combustion. The major

objective of these assumptions is the prediction of the burning

rate of the droplet. It has been demonstrated many times experi-

mentally, as shown in Figure (3-6), that under burning

conditions, the square of the droplet diajneter is a function of

burning time ( d"-law ), being related by a proportionality

constajit K, which has been named the burnlng-rate coefficient or

evaporation constant. The form is [Ayyaswamy, 1989]:

d(d. )'/dt = (-2m^)/irp. r. = K
L F L L

(3-15)

where m^ Is mass burning rate, p. is the density of the droplet

at the appropriate temperature, r. Is the droplet radius and d.

is the droplet diameter.

According to the d"-law, Spalding [1979] took the

assumptions of stationary Isolated droplet, infinitely fast

chemical reaction rate, spherlco-symmetric diffusion controlled
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model, and got the basic burning rate equation:

53

G d
0 po = in [1 +

2P^*
(^0 - ^) ^

- PA(d0/dr)o/Go
(3-16)

where, G is the evaporation rate on the surface of the droplet,

^ is a conserved property, usually takes "C -C /ss". ' (C-mass
vap ox

fraction, s- stoichimetric ratio), p is the diffusion

coefficient. By Interpretation of <t> In the various possible

ways, useful results are obtained. For example. It is possible

to obtain the result for solid particle combustion (see next

section).

The previous analysis is based only on a stationary

droplet. In real combustion devices, the heating, vaporization,

combustion processes of the droplet are all strongly influenced

by forced convection. Forced convection effects result in

enhanced heat and mass transfer rates in the region surrounding

the droplet due to the thining of the gas film layer

Fernandez-Pello [1986] gave more information about this case.
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3. 5. 2 SOLID-FUEL PARTICLE COMBUSTION

We consider the coal-partlcle combustion. Although coal

has a volatile component, consisting of hydrocarbon gases which

are released when the temperature of coal is raised, this

volatilisation is very different from the vaporisation of a

droplet. Hydrocarbon gases are released from coal as a

consequence of a chemical reaction, not a simple phase change.

The release of the gases may Indeed be exothermic rather

thain endothermic, as is vaporisation. Moreover, there Is no

distinct temperature at which vapour release occurs, but the

rate of release increases with the temperature. The substance

which remains after the volatilisation process still contains

much more carbon. It is indeed what is known as "coke". It

consists of pure carbon. So the carbon-oxygen reaction on the

particles is the main reaction of coal-particle combustion. The

combustion of solid ceu-bon Is often influenced klnetlcally

[Smoot, 1979]. Spalding [1979] used Equation (3-16) to get the

coal particle burning rate equation. As <f> , the mass fraction

of carbon. Is negligible small, therefore <P_ = -^ _ /s,
u " ox , co

and equation (3-16) becomes:

G. d_. (^_ , - ^,J
0 po = In [1 + -ox'0 'ox'60 ]

2 P... P.
ox ' ox

(3-17)
-p p (d^ /dr) /G

OX OX ' OX 00
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Then considering the influence of chemical kinetics, the value

of 0 (the oxygen concentration at particle surface) can be
OX, 0

written as follows [Spaldlng, 1979]:

^.

^
[1 + (s + ^___ _)

OX,0

K p d
PO exp (

ox, co
2 P...P.

ox" ox

-E

RT
)] -I

(3-18)

When the particle diameter d is very small (<30|.un), the second
p

term in the square bracket is also small. The ratio ^ /^
OX, 0 'OX

must be close to unity. -The process is klnetlcally controlled.

If d is not too small and the surface temperature Is high, the
p

second term In the bracket of Equation (3-18) becomes prominent,

the consequence is that ^ /0 _ tends to zero. It amounts to
OX, 0 'OX, CO

writing that the oxygen diffusing to the surface is used by the

carbon as soon as it arrives. In this case, the combustion

process is controlled by oxygen diffusing. So the solid-particle

combustion Is controlled physically or kinetically depending on

the specific conditions.

3. 5. 3 RESIN-COATED SAND COMBUSTION

Organic resin contains such products as phenol,

formaldehyde, furfural alcohol, urea, amines or acid compound

[Kane, 1968; Ham et al., 1987]. When the resin is heated to
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a high temperature (300-500"C), decomposition happens first

[Fenimore and Martin , 1972]. Volatile matter Eind carbon czm be

produced. So, the resln-coated sand combustion process is more

similar to the coal-partlcle combustion process. Because the

particle diameter is around SOOf.un, and the surface temperature

Is high enough, it Is considered that the resin-coated sand

combustion process is controlled by oxygen diffusion to the

particle surface.

3. 6 MODELING OF THE TWO-PHASE FLOW SYSTEM

For the rigorous solution of flow, energy, mass and

chemical reaction equations In two-phase flow system, extensive

computations are required. However, usually there Is a lack of

physical input data, especially of the gas and the particle

properties In two-phase flow system, because the constitutive

equations of these properties changing with time ajid position in

the system are very complex. So one has to rely on calculation

methods based on simplifying assumptions. These assumptions lead

up to different models of two-phase flow system. Two essential

models, well-stirred model and plug-flow model, are presented in

this section. The most complex models are constituted by these

two essential models [Ishil, 1981].
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3. 6. 1 WELL-STIBRED MODEL

This model Is based on the assumption that mixing In the

system is so effective that the gas ajid particles

properties (I. e. temperature and concentration) are uniform

throughout the system volume. The model was discussed In detail

by Hottel [1967, 1974]. This model is considered to be a

zero-dlmenslonal model, uniform but different properties of gas

and particles in the system can be taken. Hottel [1974]

compared the experimental data with the model predictions.

The results showed that the stirred-vessel heat transfer

model can be successfully applied to those systems in which

there Is no appreciable axial drop of the mean gas

temperature. This condition is roughly met in combustion

chambers fired with high-velocity burners and furnaces where

the flame length is approximately equal to the furnace length.

Under these conditions, a maximum error of ±20% can be expected

in calculating the absorbed heat flow to the load being heated.

3. 6. 2 PLUG-FLOW MODEL

Plug-flow model assumes that the gas and the particles

properties and characteristics (I. e. temperature, density) vary

along the direction of flow, but are uniform across any cross
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section. The model was discussed in detail by Frisch [1982]. As

an application of this one-dimenslonal model, a conservation

baleince on a short elemental length of gas in the system and

each elemental region being assumed well-stlrred is written.

The results show that as the number of elemental regions

in the system increases, the accuracy of the model for

predicting physical properties distributions of gas and particle

(i. e. temperature) increases.

For the Gas-Contact Process, at the beginning of the

process, we can choose a well-stirred model to calculate the

temperature profile of both gas and particle because of the

intensive turbulence ajid mixing created by the burner. In the

following zone, the plug-flow model can be used.

3. 7 CONCLUSION

Although studies on gas and particle mixing flow,

contact heat transfer from the surface of gas and pea*tlcle

mixing flow and fuel-partlcle combustion are abundant, published

literature on pzirticle flow charateri sties in two-phase flow,

heat transfer between the cloud of peirtlcles and gas at high

temperature, and resin decomposion and combustion kinetics are

scarce. All the existing studies on this topic require the
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determination of at least one empirical pau'euneter to estimate

the velocities of gas and particles, the heat transfer

coefficient ajid the burning rate of the particles. Effects of

particle size, quantity of resin and high temperature conditions

should be especially investigated.



CHAPTER 4. THEORETICAL APPROACH

4. 1 INTRODUCTION

Detailed modeling is known as solving numerically the

governing conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy of

the real process. Solving these equations requires input data

such as transport coefficients, chemical reactions that can

occur, boundary conditions and so on. For recleunatlon of foundry

sand by the CCP, It relates to the characteristics of the two

phase flow, the heat tremsfer between the gas and the particles,

even the refractory, and the resin combustion that coats the

sand particle. The rigorous theoretical einalysis and

determination of these characteristics is difficult. Some of

them do not have a mature theory or experimental results,

especially for resin combustion process. However, for the

numerical simulation, main control steps are taken as limitative

conditions to derive the models.

The purpose of this chapter is to assume some control

process through the theoretical analysis, and adveince some

models for the Gas-Contact Process. These models will be tested

through the experiments in the next step. Then a computational

model can be used as an engineering design tool.
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4. 2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

First, the gas and the particles flow regime is

considered. As indicated in chapter 3, the used sand in the GCP

is in low solid concentration (solid hold-up 10 -10 , density:

10~3 g/cm3) and small diameter (d=300^un). The aerodynamics
p

characteristics of the GCP Is the same as low bulk density

mixture flow. Pneumatic transport characteristics can be taken

to simulate this two phase movement In the system. The particle

flow is assumed fully developed, and the particle approaches a

slip velocity, which is nearly equal to the terminal velocity of

the particle. Furthermore, the process is considered to be

divided in two regions. First region Includes the burner and

part of the furnace. The gas phase is considered in high degree

turbulence due to the counter-rot at Ion and high temperature

effects. In the second region the turbulence of the gas phase

will decline gradually. Based on these characteristics, three

possible models for flow regime can be adveinced:

(I) Plug flow model for both the gas and the solid phases In the

whole process (Figure (4-lb)).

(II) Well-stirred model for both the two phases In the first

region, and plug flow in the second region (Figure (4-la)).
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(Ill) Well-stlrred model for the gas phase and plug-flow for the

solid peirticle in the first region, then plug flow model for the

two phases in the second region (Figure (4-lc)).

Different flow regime models will have different heat

transfer characteristics between the two phases.

Second, consider the resin eliminating process. Resin

combustion rate depends on temperature of solid particle, oxygen

concentration, eind combustion mechanism. The solid temperature

depends on the heat transfer rate between the two phases. If

resin combustion rate Is assumed infinite and there Is enough

oxygen, only the heat transfer rate is a limiting step. It is

called heat transfer limitation model.

The heat transfer rate is determined by heat transfer

coefficients and temperatures of two phases. The heat transfer

coefficients Clncludlne convection and radiation) are determined

by the behaviour of gas ajid particle flow, the physical

properties of the gas aiid the particles (even the refractory),

the geometrical shape and the size of the system and particles.

Normally the organic resin contains such products as phenol,

formaldehyde, furfural alcohol, urea, amines or acid compounds
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[Kane, 1968]. Thus the resin combustion process is a complex

process. No publication concerning the detailed ajialysis of the

resin combustion process has been found. Some possible

processes for simulating the resin combustion need be assiuned.

In foundry sand, the resin quantity is very small (about

1% - 2% mass radio), resin phase change process can be Ignored.

So resin will be decomposed first. Because the organic resin is

a high-molecule compound, in general, these molecules are too

large for vaporization to occur without decomposition of the

molecules. Thus, a high-molecular resin must be decomposed to

smaller molecules In order to volatilize [Wall, 1972]. Resin

decomposition probably produces the volatile ajid the char that

stays on the particle surface.

Two decomposing products lead to two types of resin

combustion models. The first one is called the volatile

diffusion combustion model. The assiimption is that the volatile

combustion process Is similar to a liquid fuel droplet

combustion In hot gas (figure (4-2)). That is the resin

decomposes first, and then the volatiles diffuse Into the

atmosphere of the gas. The combustion occurs around the

particle. The second one is called the char combustion model.

The assumption is that the char combustion process Is similar to
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a solid fuel particle combustion In hot gas. That means that the

oxygen diffuses from the atomsphere to the particle, and the

char burns on the particle surface.

For the volatile diffusion-combustion model, the chemical

reaction between the volatile aind oxygen is assumed

instantzineous as for fuel droplet combustion. The fleune Is in a

very narrow region around the particle. The resin combustion

rate depends on the volatile diffusion rate and the oxygen

concentration in the gas. The heat radiation from the fleune to

the particle Is Ignored. It Is assumed that all the combustion

heat is absorbed by the gas.

For the char combustion model, the reaction is also

assumed instantaneous as for coal combustion for particles

larger than 30 pm (see 3-5-2). Because the combustion occurs on

the particle surface, the oxygen diffusion rate is the limiting

step of the resin combustion process. All the combustion heat is

assumed absorbed by the particle.

The surface concentration of the volatile on the particle

is one of the main parameters for the determination of the

volatile diffusion rate. This value is determined by the resin

decomposition rate, pEyticle temperature, and pressure around
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the particle. If the pressure is considered constant ajid the

decomposition rate is liifinite, the concentration of volatile

only depends on the particle temperature.

Therefore, four possible models for resin combustion

process can be advanced:

(1) Heat trajisfer rate is the only limiting step of the process.

(2) Heat transfer rate eind volatile diffusion rate are both

limiting steps of the process. And resin combustion is

considered to be a one hundred percent volatile combustion.

(3) Heat transfer rate and oxygen diffusion rate are both

limiting steps of the process. And resin combustion is

considered as char combustion due to Ignoring the lower volatile

ratio.

(4) Heat treinsfer rate aiid volatile/oxygen diffusion rates are

limiting steps of the process. And resin combustion is

considered as volatile euid char two-step combustion.

By combination of the flow regime models and resin

combustion models, there are twelve possible models that need to

be verified by experiment. These models are divided in two

categories:

- Only the heat transfer rate is a limiting step for the used

sand reclamation process. Resin combustion is instantajieous. The
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different flow models of the two phases are considered.

- Both the heat transfer rate . and the resin combustion process

are limiting steps. The different flow models of the two phases

are also considered.

Before giving the mathematical equations for these models,

respectively, another characteristic that need to be mentioned

is the temperature distribution in the particle. There are three

types of temperature profiles in the pau-ticle:

- First case: for a large particle diameter and thick layer of

resin coating, the temperature is assumed non-unlform in the

particle and resin layer:

sand

resin

- Second case: for a large particle diameter, and thin layer of

resin coating, the particle temperature is assumed non-unlform,
and the resin temperature is uniform:

T

sand

resin

0'
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- Third case: both the particle diameter and the resin layer are

small and thin. The temperature In the two parts is assumed

uniform and the sajne:

saind

resin

For used foundry sand, the particle diameter is in the

order of a tenth of a millimetre (10~4m), and the layer of resin

coating is about 0. 5% to 2% of the sand diameter. Therefore, the

temperature profile is of the third type. The temperature is

uniform and the same in the particle and in the resin layer.

The theoretical analysis for differentiating between "thin

system" and "thick system" Is the Biot number [Weast et al.,

1985]. The Blot number reports the rate of internal thermal

resistance (conduction) with outside thermal resistance

(convection):

Bi = h d/A.
p

"h" Is the convective heat transfer coefficient to the siu-face,

"d " Is the size of the particle,

"A" is the thermal conductivity of the particle.
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The critical distinction of the Biot niunber for determining the

thin or thick system is [Weast et al, 1985]:

- thin system: Bi < 0. 1

- thick system: Bi > 0.1

For foundry sand used here, the Nusselt number Is approximately

equal to one, the thermal conductivity of sand is near 0. 6 W/m K,

euid the diameter of particle Is about 3*10~4m. The Blot number
_2

is in the order of 10 ~. So the assumption of a thin system Is

justified. In the models developed here, a uniform temperature

inside the ssuid particle is considered.

4. 3 HEAT TRANSFER RATE LIMITATION MODELS

In this case, the resin combiistlon rate is determined by

the ratio of heat trajisfer flux from the gas to the particle

with the resin volatilization latent heat. Heat transfered from

the gas Is used first to decompose the resin, and second, if any

remains, to heat the seind particle. While in the gas phase, the

resin burns instantaiieously and the combustion heat is released

to the gas phase.
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4. 3 1 WELL-STIRRED FLOW IN THE TWO PHASES AND HEAT TRANSFER

RATE LIMITATION MODEL

This model Is based on the assumption that mixing in the

region is so effective that the gas and the particle temperature

and concentrations of the two phase are uniform throughout the

volume of the region. The model Is considered to be a zero-

dimensional model, at the same time, we can take uniform but

different properties of the gas and the particles in the system.

So the mean temperature of the gas [T . ] eind the particles

tT_ .... I ar'e considered, respectively. The heat transfer

Includes forced convection and radiation between the gas and the

particle, even the refractory. T . and T . are not function
g-out p-out

of the position in this region. They are function of the

residence time T eind T , respectively.
9 P

For the mean residence time of the gas, we take eui average

gas volume flowrate [W , m /s] at the gas temperature in the
g

whole region [T J; the gas residence time (T ) is:

T_ = (1/4)TC(D2 L, +D2 L^ )/W
g b b f fl ' g

(4-1)
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Here, "D. " and "D. " are inside diameters of the burner and

the furnace, respectively. "L. " is the length of the burner.

"L., " is the length of the well-stlrred region in the furnace

When the particle flow is fully developed, the particles

approach a slip velocity which Is nearly equal to the terminal

velocity of the particles. So the relative velocity between the

two phases equals the terminal velocity:

V - V_ I = V, (4-2)
g p . t

and the terminal velocity (V^) of the particle is given by

Kunii [1969];

V. = [(4gd (p-p ))/3pCJ
t ~ p 'p 'g ' g

1/2 (4-3)

where C, is an experimentally determined drag coefficient. For

spherical particles, the drag coefficient is given by Kunll

[1969]:

(4-4)

(4-5)

C. = 2^/Re
d / p

C. = 18. 5/Re0'8
d p

for Re < 0.4
p

for 0. 4 < Re < 500
p

C. = 0. 44
d

for 500 < Re < 200, 000 (4-6)
p

Taking the gas velocity (V ) at T ^, the particle velocity
9 g-out

is:

v = v. +v
p t g

(4-7)
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Then the meeui residence time of the particles is written as:

Tp = (Lb+Ln)/vp (4-8)

The other assumptions for the conservation equations of

the we 11-stirred model are summed up below:

- The physical properties of each phase are independent of the

position and time, such as specific heat (C ), conductivity, and
p

so on. It is assumed that they can be taken at an average

temperature of each phase in the whole region [T . , T . ].
g-out' p-out

- The resin-coated sand particle is considered as a spherical

particle. The particle temperature is uniform [BKO. l]

- The distance between the particles Is much larger than the

particle diameter.

The heat transfer is by forced convection and radiation

(mixture of a gray and clean gas with a pEtf-ticle emisslvity).

- In the well-stirred region, the heat loss to the surrounding

Is neglected.

- The temperature of the refractory Is uniform.

The stirred vessel model is a zero-dimensional model. It

yields only the total heat transfer rate to the load (particles)

without providing information on the local heat flux

distribution to the load. The resin elimination process is

similar to the high temperature drying process: preheating of
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the particles up to the temperature where volatization starts,

volatilization at constant particle temperature, heating of

particle when all the resin Is eliminated. The only difference

is that the resin undergoes a combustion reaction while In the

gas pheise.

For the heating of particles, the energy conservation

equation on the particles can be written as :

"»-T_C__(T_ _- T_ , _.J
P P PP p-out p-lnlt

R~ g-out p-out' ' g-out "pout' "p" *p

(4-9)

and the energy conservation equation on the system can be

written as:

m- T- C__ (T__. __-T_ ")= m T C (T . -T . ..)
9 '3 P9 g-lnlt g-out P P PP p-out p-lnlt

(4-10)

where T_ . _. ^ls the natural gas combustion temperature. T
g-inii - - p-lnlt

is the Initial solid temperature. h is forced convection heat

transfer coefficient between the gas and the particles. As

discussed in Chapter 3 (Equations (3-5) and (3-6)), since the

thermal conductivity of particle Is near 0. 6 W/(m K), the

thermal conductivity of the gas is aroimd 10+ - 10+3 W/(m K)
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[Weast et al. 1982], the particle diameter Is about 3*10 m, and

the Blot number Is In the order of 10", then "t " is In the

order of 10~6 s, and "t " Is In the order of 10~8-10 s. Thus

t« t . Equation (3-3) can be used for calculating h:

h = (2+0. 6Rel/2Prl/3)^ /d
g p

(4-11)

the Prandtl number (Pr) is:

Pr c p. / \
pg ' g g

the particle Reynolds number (Re ) is:
p

Re = p d (V -V )/li
p . g p g p . g

(4-12)

(4-13)

eind from discussion above, the "|V-V |" Is equal to the
g p

particle terminal velocity (V. ).

Back to Equation (4-9), (GP)^ , as discussed in Chapter 3,

Is called the total-excheinge area for radiative heat transfer

between the gas aAd the particle surface (A ) in the presence of
p

a refractory surface (A ). The value (GP)_/(A+A ) is a
r R p r

dlmenslonless quantity, which from the definition of the

emlsslvity can be identified as an average emlsslvity evaluated

at the same beam length, denoted by "L ". That is why it is

called the mean beam length emlsslvity model [Viskanta, 1987].

For a mlxtiire of a gray and clee^ gas with a gray particle

emlssivity (e ), (GP) is given by Hottel [1974]:
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1/ag - 1
(GP)H= AT [lACc^. l/c^-l/a^ cc_. (l-C)c ]-1

P r

(4-14)

where A (=A+A ): total area of the particles (A ) and the

the refractory (A )

C (=A /A ): cold fraction.

e and e : emisslvity of particles and the refractory,

respectively.

e and a : equivalent gray-geis emlsslvlty and gray-gas

absorptivity, respectively.

The area. of the refractory Is expressed as:

A_=nD^L^+nD, L,
r b b f fl

(4-15)

The area of the part ides Is expressed as:

A_=(m_T_/p_) (l/((l/6)nd3 )) (nd2 /4) (4-16a)

By simplify equation (4-16a), we have:

A = 1. 5(m T }/(p d )
p p p ' p p

(4-16)

The cold fraction varies around 0 80 to 0. 95 in the GCP.
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The total gray-gas emissivity ( e ), of the hot gas
g

(C02-H20 mixture). Is given by "one-clear gas and three-gray gas

model" proposed by Taylor and Foster [1974]:

V. S/b,, i+b2,, T, )[l-exP(-6K,, ipC02LJ] (4-17)

1=1

"L " is the equivalent length of radiation given by four times

the ratio of the volume of the fiirnace to Its peripheral surface.

Here we simplify the equation, only considering the furnace

diameter:

L=TtD,_____L^____. ^___/(2L^___. ^___+7iD, ____)
m furnace ftirnacc+burner ' fin-nace+burner furnace

(4-18)

"P-_" is ^he partial pressure of carbon dioxide which is

usually taken as 0. 1 bar for the natural gas combustion [Gray et

al, 1976]. The values of coefficients b. ., b_ . and K . are
1, 1 2, 1 g,I

given in Table (3-1).

"e " Is the emisslvlty of the refractory wall which Is given

In the appropriate temperature range by Gelger and Poirler

[1973]:

e =0. 32-0. 61
r

for T=535-1565"C
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"e " is the emlssivity of the sand which is given by
p

Weast and Ast Ie [1983]:

e =0. 80
p

for T=1000"C

For the gray-gas , we can take: e =oc [Bird, I960]. Now (GP),
g g

can be solved. In equation (4-9), "o-" is the Stefaji-Boltzman

constant

When the particle temperature Is equal to or higher than

the starting volatilization temperature (between 150 C to 300 C),

the resin evaporates and burns Instantaneously when in the gas

phase. The energy conservation equations of both the particles

and the system are changed, they can be shown as:

mPTPCPP(Tp-out- Tp-lnlt)

=[(GP)<r^(T4 , - T4 __J+h(T_ ___, -T^ _.., )A^]T_-m__. _H^
R'~g-out -P-out' ""g-out P-out' P" p reslnP

(4-19)

m_C_T_(T_ , _., -T_ ___J=m, T^C_(T^ __-T_ , _. J+m__. _H^-m__. _H,
g Pg g' g-lnlt g_out~ P P PP' P-out p-lnlt' resin P resin C

(4-20)

where: "H^" is the resin decomposition latent heat (kJ/kg),

"H^" is the resin combustion heat (kJ/kg),

"m . " is the quantity of bi-u-ned resin (kg).
resin
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Simultaneous resolution of Equations of (4-19) and (4-20)

gives the temperature and resin content profiles of both phases

in the GCP unit

4. 3. 2 PLUG-FLOW IN THE TWO PHASES AND HEAT TRANSFER RATE

LIMITATION MODEL.

Plug-flow in the two phases means that the velocities of

the gas and the particles is downwards and with no radial

dependency. The plug-flow model assumes that the gas and the

particles properties (i. e. temperature) varies along the gEis

path, but Is uniform across any cross section of the furnace. A

conservation balance Is set up on a short elemental length of

gas path (dz), each elemental region can be assumed as a well-

stirred region. Heat loss from the wall of the furnace is

considered. All other assumptions for the conservation equations

are the seuae as in the well-stirred model.

A short elemental length of gas path (dz) is taken, in

this elemental region, the mean residence time of each phase can

be shown as:

T = dz/V
g g

^ = dz/V,

(4-21)

(4-22)
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where "V " and "V_" are the same as in the well-stirred model.
g P

For heating particles, the energy conservation equation on

the particles is:

nipdz/Vp CppdTp=[(GP)^<r(T4 -T^ )+h(T -T )Ap]dz/V (4-23a)

Simplifying equation (4-23a), we have:

m^dT,=(GP)^(T; -T; ).h(T^-T, )A, (4-23)

where "h" Is the sajne as in Equation (4-11), and in Equation

(4-14), "Ap" can be written as:

A_=A_+A = 1. 5(m /(p d ) )(dz/V_)+jrD.d2 = A_'dz
T P r p ' p p P f T

(4-24)

So (GP)_ is shown as:
R

(1/aJ - 1
(GP)_= A_' dz [l/(ce_) +l/e +l/a + __ . g.

p --y - - . --p- - -g - ~g CC + 1-c e
p f

, -1]-1 (4-25)

Equation (4-25) is rewritten as:

(GP)^=(GP) 'dz (4-26)
Then Equation (4-23) can be rewritten as:

mpcppdTp=[(GP)R'<r(T^)+h(^-T^')1. 5m/(ppdpVp)]dz (4-27)
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Equation (4-27) shows that the peu'tlcles temperature (!") Is

a function of "dz".

The energy conservation equation on the system can be

written as:

m (dz/V )C dT = m (dz/V )C dT + Q.. (dz/V ) (4-28)
g g pg g p p pp p 'w g

then we have:

mC_d1= m,C_ V, /V_ dT^ + Q.,
g Pg g PPP g p P ~W

(4-29)

"Q.. " Is the heat loss from the wall (kJ/s). It Is given as

follows [Bird et al. I960]:

Qw=[(l/(DAn)+ln(Dr. out/Dr)/(2\)+l/(Dr. outhout)]-lTCdz(YT^)
(4-30)

In which the heat transfer coefficients h. and h . ,
In out

respectively due to the forced convection Inside the furnace and

the free convection outside the furnace, are also given by Bird

et al. [1960]:

h. =0. 026Re Pr A /D.
In 9 f

h^ -0. 59(GrPr ) A /dz

(4-31)

(4-32)
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axial position between 0. 18m and 0. 4m. Combustion of natural gas

occurs in this zone, and the flame is fully developed in the

refractory section of the burner. Near the entrance orifices of

natiiral gas and air (axial position: 0 - 0. 15m), the gas

temperature is lower, since there Is no flame.

Although the gas temperature Is not completely uniformed

in the high temperature zone, a constant value shown by the

straight line in Figure (6-1) can be used to approximate

the temperature.

After this temperature region, the gas temperature

drop is about 500~C over the 2. 1 meter length of the furnace. It

means that the heat loss from the wall can not be ignored, it

has been considered in Chapter 4. From the value mentioned

above, the overall heat loss from the wall of the furnace Is

around 30% to 40%.

6. 2. 2 HEATING OF CLEAN SAND

Experiments have been done for heating of clean

ssLnd. The operating conditions are shown in Table (6-1). And the

experimental results are shown in Figure (6-2) and (6-3).
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Table (6-1) : Experimental conditions for clean sand

Burner power Aeration rate sand flow rate

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

56. 6 kW

56. 6 kW

56. 6 kW

1. 25

1. 25

1. 48

82 kg/h

125 kg/h

82 kg/h

There is not a big difference in the shape of the gas

temperatiire profiles for these experiments, and the one without

seind. There is still a flat temerature zone at the top of the

luiit. And the length of this zone is around 5 times the burner

diameter (D. = 80mm). So the well-stirred e^sumption for gas
burner

phase In this region is suitable

The sand temperature raised about 300°C In the first

0. 44 meter, eind another SOO'C is obtained on the following 1.7

meter. It shows that the heat transfer rate in the first region

between the two phases is higher than In the rest. But the sand

temperature does not show the well-stirred characteristics in

the first region.

Figure (6-2) shows the effect of sand flowrate. The sand

temperature obviously decreases as the mass flowrate of sand

Increases about 52%. The equilibrium temperature of the two
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phases decreases about 120 C. Figure (6-3) presents the effect

of aeration rate. As the areation rate increases about 20%, the

equilibrium temperature of two phases decreases about 60"C.

Increasing the aeration rate shows three opposite effects. First

it reduces the heat transfer driving force due to the initial

gas temperature drop. Second is that the quantity of flue-gas is

increased, and therefore, Its velocity which results in a higher
»

convective heat transfer coefficient between the two phases.

Third, this higher velocity reduces the residence time of the

sand in the furnace and therefore limits the heat trsinsfer.

6. 2. 3 RECLAMATION OF USED SAND

Only four experiments have been done to check the effect

of different operating conditions due to the availability of used

sand. The operating conditions are shown In Table (6-2).

Table (6-2) : Experimental conditions for used sand

Burner power Aeration rate Sand flow rate

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

56. 6 kW

56. 6 kW

56. 6 kW

64. 45 kW

1. 48

1. 48

1. 30

1. 48

82 kg/h

125 kg/h

82 kg/h

82 kg/h
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The experimental results including the gas Eind solid

temperature profiles, and resin conversion are shown in Figure

(6-4), (6-5), and (6-6). The gas phase temperature keeps the

same chEiracteristlcs as in the heating clean sand process: a 5

burner diameter long zone where the gas is well mixed appears at

the top of the unit. The presented data show the effect of

different operating conditions. For resin conversion, the

effects are obvious : for a given power input and a given

aeration rate (Figure (6-4)), an increase of the sand flowrate

results in a lower temperature and a much lower resin

distribution rate. For a given power input and a given sand

flowrate (Figure (6-5), an increase in the aeration rate results

In slightly lower temperatures but In a much higher resin

destruction rate. For a given sand flowrate and a given aeration

rate (Figure (6-6), an increase In the burner power results

in slightly higher temperatures and In a higher resin

destruction rate. Figure (6-7) summarizes the resin conversion

profiles. Two of the limitations for resin distribution are

clear. One is the heat transfer rate, because the changes in

burner power and sand flowrate affect the heat transfer rate

between the two phases. Another is the oxygen concentration.

Increasing the aeration rate will raise the oxygen

concentration in the flue-gas, and allow for a better combustion

of the resin.
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The best result in resin destruction in these experiments

are for the following conditions: 64. 45 kW burner power, 1. 48

aeration rate and 82 kg/h sand flowrate. The resin conversion is

more than 99. 3%.

The effect of aeration rate is sensitive for resin

destruction. A further investigation has been carried out

(Figure (6-8)): two biirner powers have been chosen with various

aeration rates. The resin conversion was measured on the sand

at the exit of the unit. Figure (6-8) shows that, the higher

burner power the better the resin destruction. There exists an

optimum aeration rate for which resin conversion, at any given

burner power, is maximum. This optimum value does not depend on

the burner power; It depends on the amount and the type of resin.

This optimum aeration rate is 1. 48 for this used sand. If the

aeration rate is lower, not enough oxygen is available to burn

the resin. This does not, however, reflect the actual

stoichiometry of the incineration reaction as oxygen Is still

detected in the exhaust gas, It merely indicates that oxygen

transfer is a limiting step. If the aeration rate Is higher than

1. 48, the exit resin conversion drops. This may be due to the

lower temperature in the furnace or to the lower residence time

of the solid.

To check the reproducibility of the experiments, one
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experiment has been done again. The same operating conditions are

taken, and the test Is repeated twice. The results are shown in

(figure (6-9)), and indicates that the reproducibllity Is very good.

The composition of the exhaust gas is checked by using the

0^, CO^, and combustible analysers. The result Is shown below imder

the operating conditions of 56. 6 kW burner power, 1. 48 aeration

rate, 82 kg/h sajid flowrate.

% mass 3. 6%

co,
14. 8%

Combustible

0. 15%

The value of combustible shows the good combustion conditions in the

process.

6. 3 COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND MODELING RESULTS

Chapter 4 has presented the theoretical approach of modeling

the GCP. Several models have been advajiced. According to the

experimental results, the assumptions of different models will be

checked In this chapter. And one model will be selected for

modeling used sand reclamation process by GCP.

6. 3. 1 MODELING THE FLOW REGIMES

From discussion of the experimental results, clean sand

heating or used sand reclamation process showed the same flow
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behaviour. It is possible to consider only the clean sand heating

process for compeiring with the model predictions.

There are three models for flow regime as mentioned in

Chapter 4. Figure (6-10) shows the predicting data of these models

comparing with the experimental results. The assumptions for these

models are:

- Model I considers that both the gas and the solid phases are in

plug-flow through the whole process.

- Model II considers that both the gas ajid the solid phases are

in well-stirred flow in the first region which length is 0. 44 m (5

burner diameters) ajid plug-flow in the second region.

- Model III considers that the gas phase has two flow forms. One is

well-stirred flow in the first region, then is plug-flow in second

region. The solid phase is plug-flow through the whole process.

In Figure (6-10), as expected from the respective assumptions

of the models, the obvious differences are in the first region.

Model III gives the most satisfactory prediction of the

experimental data.

Figure (6-11) and (6-12) show that model III Is able to

predict satisfactorily the effects of aeration rate and sand

flowrate on the thermal behaviour of the unit. Model III which

considers a well-stirred zone only for the gas which length is equal

to 5 times diameter is therefore chosen.
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6. 3. 2 MODELING THE RESIN COMBUSTION PROCESS

In Chapter 4, the resin combustion process is considered

according to two categories. One assumes that the resin combustion

rate is infinite, and that the process Is controlled by the heat

transfer rate only. The second assumes that both the heat transfer

rate and the resin elimination rate are limitations of the process.

It is very cleeu' from the resin conversion results (Figure (6-7)),

that the heat transfer rate is not the only one limitation of the

process. Thus the resin combustion limitation needs to be

considered.

Three models for the resin combustion process are proposed

in chapter 4. Taking the same operating conditions, the predicting

results of these three models are shown in Figure (6-13) comparing

with the experimental data. For the thermal behaviour, there are

no big difference between the three models, but from the resin

conversion results, only the volatlle/oxygen diffusion model tends

to eive a satisfvine result. The volatile diffusion model shows a

very fast rate of resin elimination. The oxygen diffusion model

does not have a resin conversion jump In the beginlng of the

process that is shown In experimental results. Thus the volatile/

oxygen diffusion model is chosen as the resin combustion process.

The volatile/oxygen diffusion model Is assiuned when the
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particle temperature reaches the resin decomposition temperature,

volatiles and char are produced. Then volatiles diffuse to the

atmosphere and burn around the peirtlcle. After volatlles burn out,

char begins its combustion on the surface of the particle. The fuel

droplet combustion model Is adopted for volatile combustion. The

limitation of this combustion Is the volatile diffusion rate.

Volatile evaporation starts at 180'C as was determined in paragraph

5. 7. 3. For char burning on the surface of the particle, the

limitation process is oxygen diffusion rate. The heat of combustion

of the volatile is assumed given to the gas while the heat of

combustion of the char is assumed given to the solid.

Now the mass percentage of volatile eind char need be

estimated. It Is not easy to use a simple method for obtaining the

quantity of volatile. It Is also almost Impossible to get the

stoichlometry of both the volatile and the char combustion. So in

the model for used sand, the percentage of volatiles and the

stolchiometry of the combustion are treated as two adjusted

parameters. However, percentage of volatlles is expected to be in

the range 10 to 30%.

Figure (6-14) presents the effect of stoichiometry. From

the temperature profiles of the two phases, there is almost no

effect. But the resin combustion Is drastically affected. Among

the change range of the stolchiometry, the value of 10 appears to
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be the best although it does not fit properly the experimental

data. Figure (6-15) shows the effect of the percentage of volatlles

at a stoichiometry of ten. From this figure, no drastic effect of

the percentage of volatile is found. More couples of these two

parameters are tested in the model for different operating

conditions. The results are shown in Figure (6-16), (6-17), (6-18)

and (6-19). The values of these two parameters are shown In Table

(6-3):

Table (6-3) : Values of feeding parameters

Figure Volatile Stoichoimetry

(6-16)

(6-17)

(6-18)

(6-19)

15%

30%

30%

20%

10

12

10

10

Considering all the experimental results, an amount of

volatiles equal to 20% Eind a stolchiometry equal to 10 seems to

adequate (Figure (6-18)). this percentage of volatlles agrees

with the expexted range.
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6 3. 3 OPTIMUM MODELING RESULTS FOR USED SAND

It is found that the model which considers:

- a well-stirred zone for the gas (length: 5 burner diameters)

at the top of the unit, then a plug-flow zone,

- a plug-flow zone for the solid all over the unit,

satisfactorily describes the temperature axial profiles of both gas

ajid solid as well as the resin conversion profiles in a GCP unit. It

is found that the heat transfer between the two phases occurs by

convection and radiation and that the mechanism for resin

destruction is:

- volatile evaporation and combustion in the gas phase which starts

when the pzirtlcle reaches the volatilizing temperature of 180~C.

The amount of volatile is 20% in mass of the resin;

- char combustion on the surface of the particle.

The overall oxygen stoichiometry is found to be 10 mol 0^/mol

resin. Model predictions are shown In Figure (6-20), (6-21) and

(6-22). For the temperature profiles, the model predicts fairly

well the experimental data. For the resin combustion, the model

predicts the sajme trend as the experimental results. The exit

resin conversion is predicted quite satisfactorily.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this project is to apply the Gas-Contact

Process to foundry sand reclamation. The study is concerned with a

two phases (gas and solid) flow, direct contact heat transfer

between the gas and the perticle and resin combustion process. A

developed model is given for design purposes.

This research Is conducted In two stages. Through the

theoretical approach, the possible models are advanced under the

resonable eissumptlons. Then comparing with the experimental data,

optimum assiimptions are chosen. An optimum model is then obtained.

For flow regime and heat treuisfer:

1. The flow regime in the GCP Is dilute fluidlzed solid flow. The

sand particle flow is fully developed.

2. The gas phase is in a well-stirred region at the beginning of the

process. The length of this region is 5 times the burner

diameter.

3. Taking the assumption of plug-flow In solid phase and

well-stirred flow plus plug-flow in gas phase, the model

predicts axial temperature profiles of both phases in the

furnace that are In good agreement with the experimental results.

4. The heat transfer In the GCP includes force convection and

rediation. The sand temperature can be raised more than 650~C
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from room temperature In seconds.

For resin combustion process:

1. Resin combustion in eludes resin decomposition and the burning

process of the decomposed products. The volatile aiid char are

aj-e considered as two products of resin decomposition in the

model.

2. Resin combustion rate is not only limited by the heat transfer,

it Is also a function of the particle temperature, concentration

of oxygen and diffusion rate of volatiles and oxygen.

3. The predicted values of resin conversion are In satisfactory

agreement with the experimental data.

For foundry sand recleunation:

1. The GCP shows a very good performance for foundry sand

reclamation. The sand temperature caji be raised more thain SSO'C;

most of the resin Is destroyed as conversion rates of up to 99. 3%

are obtained.

2. The specify comsumptlon of natiiral gas in the experiments Is

about 0. 7 kWh/kg (used sand). This value can be much improved by

Integrating recovery units especially on the exhaust gas and exit

treated sand.

3. The model can be used for the calculation of the size of a GCP

unit used to foundry seuid recleunatlon. When the sand flowrate Is

determined, from the specify consumption of natural gas
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(0. 7 kWh/kg), the burner power can be determined. Then taking

the value of the optimum aeration rate (1. 48), the flowrate of

the flue gas can be calculated. Taking a gas velocity equal to

2. 5 m/s, as in our study, the Inside diameter of the furnace is

determined. Feeding the initial values which are shown In the

Table (1-1) to the model, the length of the furnace will be

obtained under the condition that the resin conversion Is more

than 99. 99%.

Recommendations for fiirther work:

1. Detailed reseach for resin decomposition products needs to be

done. This work includes getting the composition and the

concentration of the products as well as the stoichlometry and

the VEU'IOUS heats of change of phase and reaction.

2. More types of foundry sand need to be tested to compare with the

predictions of the model.

3. Experiments on a large scale unit need to be undertaken to assess

the validity of the model for scale-up and design.
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1. 1 INITIAL PARAMATERS OF THE MODELING PROGRAM

Table (1-1) Initial parameters of the modeling program

Name, Symbol:

Internal diameter of furnace

Outside diameter of furnace

Length of furnace

Temperature of resin decomposition

Resin decomposition latent heat

Heat of combustion of resin

Net heat value of natural gas

Calorific capacity of sand

Density of resin

Calorific capacity of volatile

Density of clean sand

Density of used sand

Partial pressure of CO^

Df-out

Lf

Td

"p
HC
PCI

cp
Pr

cpvol

PB

Ps+r

PC02

^^. ;;:,VaIiie;^. ::/:::. :.

0. 2 m

0. 36 m

2. 2 m

180 °C

6. 75xio5 J/kg

3. 6X107 J/kg

34. 75X106 J/m3

1840 J/kg.K

1130 kg/m3

2521 J/kg.K

2597 kg/a3

2651 kg/m3

0. l atm
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1. 2 COMPUTER CODE OF WELL-STIRRED MODEL IN THE GAS PHASE AND

PLUG-FLOW MODEL IN THE SOLID PHASE

Program Gas_Contact_Model;

{Well_stirred in Gas and Plug_flow in Particles}
uses crt, dos;
Cons t

Pi = 3. 1415;
sigma = 5. 67e-8;
g = 9. 81;
R = 8. 3143; {J/mol K>

Var
Reynoldsl: real; Vt
ms : real; ms_lnit
Dps : real; Dp_init
dt : real; t
AT : real; Ap
At : real; Df
Ts : real; Tg
Emls S : real; Emis_r
q_convec : real; q_rad
Rho_s : real; Cvap
Ftho_r : real; Hsub
Vg : real; Vp
dens : real; Prandtl

Coef_h
string;

integer;

Lambda_gas: real;
Name_of_flle
mode_of_out
fract_resin:real;
Lf
Hsubl
Wg
G2
ss

X_ox
Go
z

Pco2

Lm
X_vapo
Rho_vap
niMber

dalta^g
Tsl
Cl

real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;

calc_rate

aa
Hcombl

Ca
As
Rho ox

X_vap
Dpi
m_gas
Ts_in
X_oxl
Cpvap
Rho_oxl

Tg_ln
dalta_s
Al
Dl

real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;

real;
real;
real;
real;
real;

Integer;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;

real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;

mg

Dp
Mp
Tao_s

Tao_g
Cps
Emis_G
Abso_G

Reynolds
Lajnbda_r
Hcomb

vl sco

Cpjgas
DataFile
i

dz_out

Ut
bb
ec

Gl
Ag
Ae
D_ox

dz
Aeration

B2
D_vap
ab
Resin

Tg_out
Tgl
Bl
D2

real;
real;

real;
real;
real;

real;
real;
real;

real;
real;
real;
real;
real;

text;
integer;
real;
real;

real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
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D3

Ql
Tg_inl

Q2

Sc

Kc
X_oxf

real;

real;
real;

real;

real;
real;

D4

X_oxo

Cpjga.sl

real; Cp_airl

Reynoldg

X_vapoo
Kl

real;

real;
real;

real;

real;

real;

real;

dalta

Q3

P_vap

Sh

K

K2

real;

real;
real;

real;

real;

real;
real;

Fimction Cpg ( x : real ) : real;

Begin
Cpg := 880. 21+0. 23*X; <J/(kg K)}

end;

Function Cpa ( x : real ) : real; {air}
Begin

Cpa := 949. 98+0. 182*X; <J/(kg K)}
end;

Function Rho_g ( x : real ) : real;
Begin

Rho^g := 2. 4073-5. 276e-3*X+4. 5539e-6»X*X-l 342e-9*X*X*X; {kg/m3}
end;

Function Mu ( x : real } : real; { viscoslte du gaz }
Begin

Mu := 4. 68e-5*exp(0. 65*ln(x/1173)): {kg s/m2}
end;

Function Lambda ( T : real ) : real;
Begin

Lambda := (-8. 138e-2+7. 3161e-3»T)/100; {J/(s m K)>
end;

Function h( T, Vt , Dp_init : real ) : real;
Begin

h:=(Lambda_gas/dp)*(2. 0+0. 6*exp(0. 5*ln(Reynolds))

*exp(0. 333*ln(Prandtl)));

end;
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Procedure inltial_data;

Begin
dz
Df
Emis S:

Emis_r:

Rho_s

Cps
1

Hsub
Hcomb
Rho r

ss
Rho_ox:

Cpvap
Pco2
Go
dalta^g
Ts
Tg
Tg-in
dalta

end;

= 0. 01;
= 0. 2;
= 0. 80;

= 0. 47;

= 2651;
= 1740;
= 0;
= 675000;
= 36000000;
= 1130;
= 10;
= 1. 42846;
= 2521;
= 0. 1;
= 0;
;= 100;
= Ts_in;

;= 1438;
;= 1600;
:= 10;

{ kg/m3 }
{ J/kg K}

{ J/kg }
< J/kg }
{ kg/m3 }

{ kg/m3 at 0 C }
{ J/kg K }
{ bar }

Procedure Set_file;
begin
Wrlteln (' interval for wrltting file ');
Read In ( dz_out);
Writeln (' Name of the file ');
Read In ( Name_of_flle );
Assign (datafile, name_of_flle );
Rewrite ( datafile );
end;

Procedure Write_in_file;
begin

if z >= i*dz out then
begin

Writeln (datafile, z:10, Ts:10, Tg:10, Dp:20, X_ox:20,

Resin:20, Dps:10);

1 := i+1;
end;

end;
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Procedure propnetes;

Begin
aa := (fract_resin-l)*Rho_r!l>Dp_lnit»Dp_init*Dp_init

/(fract res 1 n*(Rho r-Rho_s)-Rho_r );

Bps := exp(l/3*ln(aa));
Mp := l/6*pi*((Dp_lnit»Dp_init*Dp_init-Dps*Dps»Dps)

*Rho_r+Dps*Dps*Dps*Rho_s);

if fract_resin < lOe-8 then
begin
Mp := l/6*pl»Dp_init*Dp_init*Dp_lnlt*Rho_s;
end;
niunber:= ms_init/Mp; {Number/s}
ms := ms_lnlt; <kg/s>
mg := m^gas*(10. 65+9. 6*(aeration-l))*l. 295; {kg/s}

while dalta > 1 do
begin

Cp_gasl := Cpg(Tg_ln);
Cp_airl := Cpa(Tg_in);
Tg_inl := (34750000+9. 6*aeration*1. 293*1005*300

+1*0. 75*1044*300)/(Cp^gasI*10.65*1. 295+9 6

*(aeration-l)»Cp_airl»1. 293);
dalta := Tg_in-Tg_inl;
if dalta > 0 then
begin

Tg_ln := Tg_in-l;
end;
if dalta < 0 then
begin

Tg_ln := Tg_ln+l;
end;
dalta := abs(dalta);

end;

Tg_ln := Tg_inl;

X oxo := 9. 6*(Aeration-l)*0. 21*Rho_ox/(10. 65+9.6

*(Aeration-l))/1. 295; { by mass }

Resin := fract_resin;
X_ox := X_oxo;

end;
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Procedure calculation ;

Begin
While dalta_g > 1 do
Begin

i := 0;
Q := 0;
Q3 := 0;
Ts := Ts_in;
z := 0;
Resin := fract_resin;
X_ox := X_oxo;
Dp := Dp_inlt;
Wg := (10. 65+9. 6»(aeratlon-l))*m^gas*Tg/273; <m3/s}
D_ox := 3. 23e-10*exp(1. 75»ln(Tg));
D_vap := 7. 69e-10*exp(1. 75*ln(Tg));
Rho_vap := 0. 82*500/Tg;
Rho_oxl := 0. 78*500/Tg;
Visco := Mu ( Tg );
Dens := Rho^g ( Tg );
Cp_gas := Cpg ( Tg );
Lambda^gas := Lambda ( Tg );

While z < Lf do
begin
Lm := pi*Df*dz/(2*dz+pl!l(Df);
Ut := dp*exp(0. 333)l(ln(4*(Rho_s-Dens)

*(Rho_s-Dens)*g*g/225/Dens/Visco ));

Emls_G := (0. 266+7. 19e-5*Tg)*(l-exp(-6*0. 69*Pco2»Lm))

+(0. 252-7. 41e-5*Tg)*(l-exp(-6*7. 4»Pco2*Lm))

+(0. 118-4. 52e-5»Tg)»(l-exp(-6»80*Pco2*Lm));
Abso_G := Emls_G;
Reynolds := Dens*Dp*Ut/Visco;

if z < 0. 265 then
begin

Ae := 0. 25*pl.0. 08*0. 08;
end;
If z > 0. 265 then
begin

Ae := 0. 25*pi*Df*Df;
end;

Vg
Prandtl

Coef_h
Tao_s

:= Wg/Ae;
:= Cp_gas * VI sco / Lambda^gas;
:= h(Tg. Ut. Dp);
:= dz/Vg;
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Tao_g := 0. 265/(Wg/0. 25/pi/0. 08/0. 08)

+(Lf-0. 265)/(Wg/0 .25/p i/Df/Df) ;

If z < 0. 265 then

:= pi!l>0. 08*dz;
begin

AT
end;
If z > 0. 265 then
begin

Ar
end;
Ap
At

pl*Df*dz;

:= 0. 25*pi*Dp*Dp*number*Tao_s;
:= Ar+Ap;

Ca := Ap/At;
G2 := l/ca/emls_s+l/emis_G-l/abso^g+((l/abso^g)-l)

/(ca*emis_s+(1-ca)*emis_r);

Gl := At/G2;

Al := Gl*sigma;
Bl := ms*Cps;
B2 := mgil(Cp_gas;
Cl := Coef_h*pi*Dpl llDpl iinumber*Tao_s;

P_vap := -Hsub*42. 8/1000/R/Ts;
P_vap := exp(P_vap)!lil01330;
X_vapo:= P_vap/R/Ts*42. 8/1000;
X_vapo:= X_vapo/( Dens+X_vapo);

Hsubl := 0;
Hcombl:= 0;

Go := 0;

If resin > lOe-8 then
begin
if X ox > 0 then
begin
if Ts > 453 then
begin
If Dp > Dps then
Begin

Go := 2!lfRho_vap*D_vap*ln(l+(X_vapo+X_ox/ss)/(l-X_vapo))*pi*Dp;

if (fract_resin-resin)/fract_resin*100 > 20 then
begin

Go := 2*Rho_oxl*D_ox*ln(l+X_ox/ss)*pi*Dp;
end;
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Dpi := exp(l/3*ln(6/pi*(l/6*pi*Dp*Dp»Dp-Go»Tao_s/Rho_r)));

If Dpi < Dps then
begin

Go := l/6»pl*(Dp*Dp*Dp-Dps*Dps*Dps)*Rho_r/Tao_s;
end;
Dp := Dpi;
If Dpi < Dps then
begin

Dp := Dps;
end;
X_oxl := (mg'l>X_ox-Go*ss*number*Tao_s)

/(mg-Go*ss<ltnumber*Tao_s);

X_ox := X_oxl;
Resin := l/6*pi*(Dp<IIDp*Dp-Dps*Dps*Dps)*Rho_r;
Resin := Resln/(l/6*piil(Dps*Dps*Dps*Rho_s+Resin);

Hsubl := Co*Hsub*number*Tao_s,
Hcombl := Go .Hcornb* number *tTao_s;

end;
end;

end;
end;

Tsl := (Al*(Tg*Tg*Tg*Tg-Ts*TsillTs*Ts)+C111((Tg-Ts))/Bl

-Hsubl/Bl+Ts;

if resin > lOe-8 then
begin
if (fract resin-resin)/fract_resin*100 > 20 then
Begin

Tsl := (Al*(Tg*Tg*Tg*Tg-Ts»Ts*Ts*Ts)+Cl*(Tg-Ts))

end;
end;

Ql
Q

Q2
Q3
Ts
z

.dz/Bl-Hsubl/Bl+Hcombl/Bl+Ts;

= Tao_^*Bl*(Tsl-Ts)+Hsubl*Tao^g;
= Q+Q1;
= Hcombl<iTao_^;
= Q3+Q2;
= Tsl;
= z+dz;

CtotoXY (1, 19);
WriteLnC z

Resin

Ts

Tg_in

Dp X_ox

X_oxf);
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GotoXY (1, 20);

Wnteln(z:10, ' ', Ts:10, ' ', Dp: 10, ' ', X_ox:10.

Resin:10, ' ', Tg_in:10,

", X_oxf:10, ", K:10, ", K2:10);

if mode of out=2 then Write_in_file;
end;

Tgl := Tg_in-Q/B2/Tao_^+Q3/B2/Tao_^;

dalta^g := Tg-Tgl;

if dalta^g > 0 then
begin

Tg := Tg-0. 5;
end;

if dalta^ < 0 then
begin

Tg := Tg+0. 5;
end;

da.lta.js := abs(dalta_g);

Ck)toXY (1, 21);
WrltelnC Tg Tgl dalta_g

Go K2 ' );

GotoXY (1, 22);
Writeln(Tg:10, ' -, Tgl:10, ' .. dalta^g:10,'

' , X_ox:10, " . Go:10, " , K2:10);
end;

X_ox

end;

Procedure Write on screen;

Begin
GotoXY (1, 17);
Writeln ( ' z T sollde T gas Dp

Resin Dps X_ox' );

GotoXY (1, 18);
Wrlteln (z:10, ' ', Ts:10, ' ', Tg:10, ' ', Dp:10. ' ', Resin:10,

Dps:15, ' ', X_ox:15, . ', X_vapo:10, " , bb: 10,

", cc:20, ", D_vap:20);
end;
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Procedure

Begin
Clrscr;

GotoXY
Wrlteln
Readln

m_gas: =
Wrlteln
Readln
ms_inlt

Wrlteln
Read In
Wrlteln
Read In
Writeln
Read In
Writeln
Readln
Wrlteln

Read In
Wrlteln
Readln
Writeln

Read In
if mode.

end;

Operat i ng_cond11Ion;

(1, 1);
(' biirner power (kW) ');
( m_gas );
m_5as/34. 75/1000; <nm3/s}
(' Particle flowrate (kg/h)');
( ms_init );
:= ms_init/3600; {kg/s}
(' Aeration rate ');
( Aeration );
(' Initial particles temperature (K)');
( Ts_ln );
(' diametre de particule (mm) ');
( dp ); dp :=dp/ 1000;
(' Initial diameter of partlcule (nun)');
( Dp_inlt ); Dp_init := Dp_lnit / 1000;
( ' Mass percentage of the resin (%) (For clean sand put

value=10e-9) ' );
( fract_resln ); fract_resin := fract_resin / 100;
( ' Length of region ( m ) ' );
( Lf );
( ' Write on screen ( 1 ) or write infile (2 ) ' );
( mode_of_out );
of out = 2 then set_file;

BEGIN
operating_conditlon;
Initlal_data;
Proprietes;

Wrlte_on_screen;

calculation;
Write on screen;
if mode of out=2 then Write_in_flle;
if mode_of_out=2 then close(dataflIe);
end.



1. 3 COMPUTER CODE OF PLUG-FLOW MODEL

Program Gas_Contact_Mode 1;
{plug_flow in the both phases)
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uses crt, Printer;

Cons t

Pi
sigma
g
R

Var
Reynoldsl
mg

Dp
Dp_inlt
z

Df
Ts
Emis_G

q_convec

Vp
Rho_r

V_ga.s
Prandt1

Coef_h
1

Cte
bb
Hcombl

Rho_vap
Tw
Taog
Ap
G2
h out

Ag
ss

m_gas
Resin

Cpvap
X_oxl
Tm
Lambda_air

= 3. 1415;
= 5. 67e-8;
= 9. 81;
= 8. 31;

real;
real;

real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;

Integer;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;

real;
real;
real;

real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;

Pco2
ms

Dpi
Mp
z_max

Dfl
Tg
Emls_S
q_rad
Rho_s
Hsub
vlsco

Cp^gas
DataFile
out mode

real;
real;
real;

real;
real;

real;
real;
real;
real;

real;
real;
real;
real;

text;
:integer;

calc_rapid:Integer;
ec
Hloss
Aera
Tamb

Taop
Ca
Re 1
h_in
X_ox
D_vap
Aeration
D_ox

Rho_oxl
fract_resinl

Dens_air
GrPr

real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;

real;
real;
real;

real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;

Ut
ms_init
Dps
dz
As
Cps
Abso_^
Emls_r

Fteynolds
Lambda_r

Hcomb
dens

Lambda_gas
Name_of_flle

dz_out

aa

Hvapl
fract resin

Ug
Lambda_w

At
Gl
Gr
Qw
X_vapo
Go
T_out
Rho_ox

Lm
Number
visco_alr

Rep

real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;

real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
string;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;

real;
real;
real;

real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
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Reynolds_g

Reynoldg

X_vapoo
K2

real; P_vap

real; Sh

real; K
real; X_oxf

real; Sc

real; Kc

real; Kl
real;

real;

real;

real;

Function CPg ( x : real ) : real;
Begin

Cpg := 880. 21+0. 23*x;
end;

Function Rho_g ( x : real ) : real;
Begin

Rho^g := 2. 407-5. 276e-3»X+4. 554e-6*X»X-1. 342e-9*X*X*X;
end;

Function Mu ( x : real ) : real;
Begin

Mu := 4. 68e-5 » exp ( 0. 65* ln( x/ 1173 ) ) ;
end;

Function Lambda ( T : real ) : real;
Begin

Lambda := (-8. 138e-2+7. 3161e-3*T)/100;
end;

Function h( T, Vt , Dp_init : real ) : real;
Begin

h:=(Lambda_^as/Dp)*(2. 0+0. 6*exp(0. 5*ln(Reynolds))

*exp(0. 333il'ln(Prandtl)));

end;

Procedure Initiation;

Begin
z

Df
Emis_S

Emis_r
Rho_s

Cps
Hsub
Hcomb
i

dz
Dfl

= 0. 44;
= 0. 2;
= 0. 80;
= 0. 47;
= 2651;
= 1740;
= 6. 75e5;
= 3. 6e7;
= 0;
= 0. 01;
= 0. 36;
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Tamb

Rho_r
Lambda_w:

ss

Rho_ox

T_out
Pco2

Cpvap
Go
end;

= 300;

1130;
=18. 6;
10;
1. 42846;
473; {K>
0. 1; {bar}
2521; {J/kg K}
0;

Procedure Properties;
Begin

aa:= (fract_resinl-l)*Rho_r*Dp_init*Dp_inifDp_inlt

/(fract_resinl*(Rho_r-Rho_s)-Rho_r);

Dps:=exp(l/3*ln(aa));
Mp: =l/6il(pi*( (Dp_inlt»Dp_init*Dp_lnlt-Dps*Dps»Dps)

il(Rho_r+Dps*Dps*Dps*Rho_s);

if fract resin < lOe-8 then

begin
Mp:=l/6»pl*Dp_lnit*Dp_lnit»Dp_init*Rho_s;
end;
Number:=ms_init/Mp; {number of particles /s)
ms:=ms_init; {kg/s}-
Resin := fract_resin;
mg:=m^gas*(10. 65+9. 6»(aeration-l)). !. 295; {kg/s}

end;

Procedure Physical_properties;

Begin
D_ox

D_vap
Rho_vap
Rho_oxl

:= 3. 23e-10*exp(1. 75*ln(Tg));
:= 7. 69e-10*exp(1. 75*ln(Tg));
:= 0. 82*500/Ts;
:= 0. 78*500/Ts;

if z < 0. 265 then

begin
Df := 0. 08;
end;
if z > 0. 265 then
begin
df := 0. 2;
end;
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Aera := 0. 25*pi*DfDf;

Wg := (10. 65+9. 6*(aeration-l))*m^gas*Tg/273;

Visco := Mu ( Tg );
Dens := Rho_g ( Tg );
Cp_sas := Cpg ( Tg );
Lambda_gas := Lambda ( Tg );
Lm := pl*Df»dz/(2<*dz+pi*Df);
Emis G := (0. 266+7. 19e-5*Tg)»(l-exp(-6<lt0. 69*Pco2*Lm))

+(0. 252-7. 41e-5*Tg)*(l-exp(-6*7. 4»Pco2*Lm))

+(0. 118-4. 52e-5<l>Tg)*(l-exp(-6*80*Pco2*Lm));
Abso_G := Emls_G;

P_vap := -Hsub*42. 8/1000/R/Ts;
P_vap := exp(P_vap)*101330;
X_vapo:= P_vap/R/Tg*42. 8/1000;
X_vapo:= X_vapo/( Dens+X_vapo);

Ut := dp*exp(0. 333*ln(4*(Rho_s-Dens)

»(Rho_s-Dens)*g*g/225/Dens/Vlsco));

Rep := Dp*Dens*Ut/Visco;

If Rep < 0. 4 then
begin
Ut : = exp(0. 5* ln( 3. rg* (Rho_s-Dens) *dp/Dens ));
end;

Reynolds
V_^as
Vp
Reynolds_g
Prandtl
Coef_h

Taog
Taop
At
Ap
Ca

= Dens*dp*Ut/Vlsco;
= Wg/Aera;
= Ut+V^gas;
= Dens*Dffl>V_gas/Vlsco;
= Cpjgas * Visco / Lambda_gas;
= h ( Tg, Ut, Dp );
= dz/V_gas;
= dz/Vp;
= 0. 25*pi*Dp*Dp*number/Vp+pi*Df;
= 0. 25*pi*Dp*Dp*number/Vp;
= Ap/At;

G2 :=l/Ca/emis_s+l/emis^g-l/abso^g+((l/abso_^)-l)

/(ca<llemis_s+(l-ca)*emis_r);

Gl :=At/G2;

{ Heat loss from the wall }
h_in := 0. 026*exp(0. 8*ln(Reynolds^g))

.exp(0. 4*ln(0. 59))*Lambda^gas/Df;
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Tm

Dens_alr
Visco_alr
Lambda_air
Gr

GrPr
h_out
Qw

:= (T out+Tamb}/2;

:= 0. 972*363/Tm;
:= 2. 15e-5*Tm/363;
:= 3. 126e-2»Tm/363;
: = Dens_alr*Dens_air*g*dz*dz*dz/visco_air

/visco air/Tm*(T_out-Tamb);

:= Gr*0. 697;
: = 0. 59*exp(0. 25*ln(Gr*0. 697))*Lambda_air/dz;
:= (Tg-Tamb)*pi*dz/(l/Df/h_in+ln(Dfl/Df)/2

/Lambda_w+l/Df/h_out);

end;

Procedure Key;

Var

Tgl
Tsl

real;
real;

Begin

q_convec

q_rad

As
Ag

Hvapl
Hcombl
Go

= Coef_h*(Tg-Ts) *pl*dp*dp*number/Vp;
= Gl*sigma*(Tg»Tg*Tg*Tg-Ts*Ts»Ts*Ts);

= ms*Cps*Taop;
= mg*Cp_gas*Taog;

= 0;
= 0;
= 0;

if X_ox > 0 then
begin
if Ts > 453 then
begin
If Dp > Dps then
Begin

Go := 2*Rho_vap*D_vap*ln(l+(X_vapo+X_ox/ss)/(l-X_vapo))»pi*Dp;

if resin > lOe-8 then
begin
If (fract resin-resln)/fract_resln*100 > 20 then
begin

Go := 211(Rho_oxl*D_ox*ln(l+X_ox/ss)*Pi*Dp;
end;
end;
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Dpi := exp(l/3*ln(6/pi*(l/6*pi*Dp*Dpi liDp-Go*dz/V_£as/Rho_r)));

if Dpi < Dps then
begin

Go := l/6)l(pi*(Dp*Dp*Dp-Dps*Dps*Dps)<l(Rho_r*V^gas/dz;
end;

Hvapl := Go*Hsub*number*Taop;
Hcombl := Go*Hcomb*number*Taop;
Dp := Dpi;
if Dpi < Dps then
begin

Dp := Dps;
end;
end;
end;

end;

Tsl := Ts+(q_rad+q_convec)*dz<l(Taop/As-Hvapl*Taop/As;
Tgl : = Tg-(Tsl-Ts)»As/Ag-Qw*Taog/Ag-Hvapl!l(Taop/Ag+Hcombl*Taop/Ag;

if resin > lOe-8 then

begin
if (fract resin-resln)/fract_resin*100 > 20 then
Begin
Tsl : = Ts+(q_rad+q_convec)*dz*Taop/As-Hvapl*Taop/As+Hcombl*Taop/As;
Tgl : = Tg-(Tsl-Ts)<l(As/Ag-Qw*Taog/Ag-HvaplillTaop/Ag+Hcombl*Taop/Ag;
end;
end;

Ts := Tsl;
Tg := Tgl; _ ^ _ _..... ". .. ". .
X_oxl := (mg*dz/V_sas*X_ox-Cto*ss*number»dz/Vp*dz/Vp)

/(mg*dz/V^gas-Go*ssil(number*dz/Vpl lidz/Vp);

X_ox :
Resin :

Resin :
end;

= X_oxl;
= l/6*piil>(Dp*Dp»Dp-Dps*Dps*Dps)»Rho_r;
= Resin/(l/6*pi*Dps*Dps*Dps*Rho_s+resln);

Procedure Write results_on_screen;

Begin
GotoXY ( 1, 18 );
Writeln ( ' z

Dp

T sol ide T gas

Dps Resin ' );
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GotoXY ( 1 , 20);

Writeln ( z:10, ' ', Ts:10, ' ', Tg:10, ' ', Dp:15. ' ', Dps:10,'
', Resin: 10, ' ', X_ox:10, ' ' , X_vapo: 10, ' ', Ck5:10);

end;

Procedure Wntefile;

Begin
Wnteln ( ' Interval for writing file ' );
Read In ( dz_out );
Writeln ( ' Name of the file ?' );
Readln ( Name_of_flle );
Assign ( dataflle, Name_of_file );
Rewrite ( datafile );
end;

Procedure Information;
Begin

Clrscr;

GotoXY (1, 1);
Writeln (' Burner power (kW) ');
Readln ( m^gas ); m_gas:=m^gas/34. 75/1000; {nm3/s}
Writeln (' Particle flowrate (kg/h) ');
Readln ( ms_init ); ms_lnlt:= ms_lnlt/3600; {kg/h}
Writeln (' Aeration rate ');
Read In ( aeration );
Writeln (' Particle diameter (mm) ');
Readln ( Dp ); Dp :=Dp/ 1000;
Writeln (' initial diameter of partlcule (mm)');
Readln ( Dp_init ); Dp_inlt := Dp_init / 1000;
Wnteln ( ' percentage of resin %' );
Readln ( fract_resin ); fract_resln := fract_resln / 100;
Writeln ( 'initial percentage of resin %');
Readln ( fract_resinl ); fract_resinl := fract_resinl/100;
Writeln ( ' concentration of oxygen ');
Readln ( X_ox );
Writeln ( ' Initial gas temperature ( K ) ');
Readln ( Tg );
Writeln ( ' Initial particle temperature ( K )');
Readln ( Ts );
Wrlteln ( ' distance Z_max ( m) ' );
Read In ( Z_max );
Wrlteln ( ' Write on screen ( 1 ) oron file ( 2 ) ' );
Fteadln ( out_mode );
if out mode = 2 then Writefile;
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Writeln ( ' calcul precis 1 or approximatif 2 ');

Readln ( calc_rapid );
end;

Procedure Wrlte_results_on_flle;

Begin
ifz >= 1 * dz out then

Begin

Wnteln ( Datafile, z: 10, Ts: 10, Tg:10, Dp:20, resin:20 )

I := 1 + 1;
end;

end;

Procedure Choose_dz;

Begin

dz := 0. 01;
if z < 1 then dz := 0. 001;
if calc_rapid = 2 then dz := 0. 001;

end;

Begin { principal programme }

Information;
Initiation;

Properties;

if out mode = 2 then Wrlte_results_on_file;
Write results_on_screen;

While z <= z_max do
Begin

Choose_dz;
Physical properties;
Key;
Z := Z + dz;
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Write results_on_screen;

if out mode = 2 then Wrlte_results_on_file;
end;

If out mode = 2 then close(dataflle);

end.



APPENDIX II. CALIBRATION CURVES
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APPENDIX III. ERROR ANALYSIS FOR TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
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II 1. 1 GAS TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

Thermocouples are used to measure the gas temperature In the

furnace. The probe of the thermocouple is fixed in the centre of

the cross section of the furnace (Figiire (III-D). There are two

errors in this measurement. First is the systematic error of the

thermocouple. The precision of the thermocouple used in this

project is 0. 5%. Second is the error due to the radiative heat

transfer between the probe and the wall of the furnace, because

the wall temperature Is lower than the gas temperature.

.^
w-out

w-ln

'th

furnace

Fleure 111-1 Gas temoerature neasurement

For calculating the second error, the inside surface

temperature of the wall need to be estimated. From previous

chapters, the average temperature of the outside surface of the

wall is known, and the equation (4-30) Is used for heat loss

calculation. The heat flux between the gas and the inside surface

of the wall is equal to the heat flux passing the wall under the

steaty state system condition. Thus the temperature of the inside

surface of the wall is given by:
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w-ln

h. T_ + 2 \ T __ /(D, __ - D,)
'In "g ~ 'w ~w-out 'f, out f

h. +2 \_ /(D, _", - D,)
'In - 'w '-f,out f

(III-l)

where h. , A , T.., D^ have the same definition as in equation
'In' w' W f

(4-30 .

h. is given by equation (4-31), its value Is around

2*103 W/m K for a gas temperature equal to 900 C. When taking

the average value of T _^ as 180 C, ^ Is 18. 6 W/m K, and the

temperature of the inside surface of the wall is equal to 830 ~C.

When the system Is In steady state, the heat transfer

rate between the gas and the probe is equal to the radiative heat

transfer rate between the probe and the wall. If we just consider

the forced convection heat transfer between the gas and the probe,

and taking the assumptions that A « A^ and that the probe and
the wall are gray bodies, the energy conservation equation is

shown as:

<rT"
th

o-T"
w- I n

h (T. - Tth) " <
(l-et. )/(At^)+l/\. +(l-eW )/(AWeH)

(III-2)

where h is the forced convection coefficient between the probe

and the gas. It has been given In equation (4-11). Subscript "th"

is the characteristics of the thermocouple probe
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In equation (III-2), the value of h is about 2. 5*103 W/m^t

when the gas temperature is 900 °C. The diameter of the probe is

about 0. 002 m. T has been given in last paragraph. Thus the
w-ln

value of T.. is 885 C.
th

The difference between the T and T is the second error,

it is about -15 °C (1. 7%). Combining the two errors, the error of

the gas temperature measurement Is -10 C to -20 C.

111. 2 SOLID TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

The energy conservation equation of the calorimetric sensor

system has been given In equation (5-4). Thus the error of the

solid temperature measurement based on this equation is shown

as:

IATJ = -
9 T 3 T_

^ IATffi01 * ^
8 TH20 "~ 9 WH20

a T
-p |AW.. _J + -p |Am_

.

a m

a T a T .

--p |At| ^-p IAWJ
9 t a v

in which:

a\/a TH20 = 1;
8\/a WH20 = cpH20(TH20-TH20-lnith

(III-3)
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pg' g-ln g-out p PP

ST / 9 t =m C (T_ , _ - T^
p g pg g-in

S T /3 m
p g

3 T /3 W = m
p p '

g-out p pp

'g ~pg'-g-in g-out p pp

where I AT I is the precision of the thermocouple; the value is
H20

0. 5%. When the water temperature is 60°C, AT is equal
to ± 0. 3°C.

is the orecision of the balance; the value is
H20

±10~3g.

|Am I is the precision of the rotameter eind observational

error; the value is about 2%. The average flow rate of the

gas In this system is about 1. 94*10" m /s, so Am is equal

to ± 3. 88*10 m~3/s.

|AW I is the precision of the balance, the value is ±10 ~g.

The quantity of the sand sample is about 12 g.

I AT I is the error on the gas temperature measurement, the

value is given In last paragraph. T__^ is about 80 ~C.

lAtl Is the observational error, the value is one second.

Then taking these values into equation (III-3), the error

on the solid temperature measurement is 0. 5 C for a water

temperature of about 60"C.
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